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Drum Corp Makes Mark
At Wal-Mart

____________ 250

Badcock Owner Breathes
New Life Into Reopening

►If©*'*

photos by Candace K. Clarke
bv Candace K. Clarke
director Darrell Edwards is
Challenger editor
proud of his group. Having
ST. PETERSBURG — led for four years, there
Wal-Mart was the last wasn’t much of a band
place you would expect to when he first started, he
hear the sounds of drum confesses - only six mem
majors giving it their best - bers were in the initial line
but there they were.
up when he took over.
A few Sundays ago, We’ve grown and evolved
after a casual trip to the so much, he adds. We now
Wal-Mart off U.S. 19 and number at around 21 active
Gandy, busy-minded shop participants.
pers were among the sur
"This is our first time
prised crowd who stopped fundraising at Wal-Mart,"
short and witnessed the Edwards later professed,
sounds of this group who
"but we’ve been through
had gathered in front of the out Tampa and Pinellas
store. The plan was to stay County hoping to help
for a few hours, during the raise money." The hope is
hottest part of the midday, that they will be able to
and play on. With their raise money for future
minds on possible upcom competitions and new
ing competitions and the instruments, among other
chance to earn donations, items.
the members of the All
The next major compe
Nations Pathfinders Drum tition will be among other
Corp, dressed in blue shirts church bands, coming up
that read "All Nations in Gainesville in October,
Conquerors," made quite says Edwards.
an impression, as well as a
few bucketfuls of cash.
With an age group
ranging from 10 to 24,
continued on pg. 12
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Retired officer Richard Berthelot is the first African
American owner of the Badcock on Dr. Martin
Luther King Street and 22nd Avenue South.

by Linda Young
Challenger correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG A treasured home furnish
ings store in the heart of St.
Petersburg has a new
owner.
Despite high heat and
humidity, the community
turned out June 30 to cele

Richard Berthelot, a retired
St. Petersburg police offi
cer, who' has deep roots in
the community.
Calling Berthelot "a
mail of character and in
tegrity," St. Petersburg
Deputy Mayor Goliath
"Go" Davis told the audi
ence he knew Berthelot

brate the grand re-opening,

well, Davis had worked

of the Badcock Furniture

po
lice force years ago and
more recently through" the
City’s Business Develop
ment Center, advising him

Store at 2200 Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. St. S. The
franchise has its first
African American owner,

with Berthelot on. the

on the purchase of the
Badcock franchise.
St. Petersburg Mayor
Rick Baker praised Ber
thelot for his long service
to the community - in the
past as part of law enforce
ment - and now as an entre
preneur. Baker told the
crowd that it was important
for someone from the com
munity to run the store.
Among the services the
store provides are jobs,
which Baker said were "the
best social program you
can offer anyone."
Don Marks, president
and CEO of Badcock
Home Furniture & More of
Mulberry/Fla. agreed with
Baker: Marks said inde
pendent dealers, such as
Berthelot - who live in the
communities they serve,
attend church with local
residents and send their
children to local schools operate 260 of their 320
stores.
Another factor, said
Marks, in the importance of
the Midtown store was that
it had existed since 1947,
which represents more than
50 percent of the 100-year

history of the Badcock
store chain.
Marks has known Ber
thelot, his wife Angela and
their three children for sev
en years. "When you buy
something at this-store, you
have the confidence of
knowing he’ll be here for
years to come."
Indeed, Berthelot has
deep roots in the communi
ty, and he thanked many in
dividuals for their help and
apologized if he missed
anyone. But his roots with
the Badcock store are deep
as well,' During the 1996
riots, he said he was the
first officer to arrive at the
Badcock store, which had
been set on fire. The com
munity members who
turned out then expressed
outrage to him that the
store many of them had
purchased items from was
a target then.
Badcock rebuilt then
and now under Berthelot,
the store will undergo a. re
design to make it more at
tractive to customers. Bill
Pugh, the executive vice
president of Badcock, said
that the new look was

Deputy Mayor "Go" Davis, who, served with
Berthelot oh the police force, called him a "man of
character and integrity."
photos by Linda Young

already in place at 175 of
the chains’ 320 stores in
seven states.
"I think that this is
going to be such a celebrat
ed entryway to this com
munity," Berthelot said. He
expressed his excitement
over this new opportunity
to serve the community and
said, "I’ve invested my life

savings." He said he
bought the franchise, which
he compared to a McDon
ald’s, and said he is work
ing oh buying the building.
He has five employees, not
counting himself and his

Badcock
continued on pg. 4

Junior Cotillion
Continues In Footsteps
Of Prestige And Honor

For Running Soles, It’s All About The Junior
Olympics

Drum Corp

- COCBECTION In the June 30 edition, the front page head

line should have read NAACP Leader Urges
Need For Community Change.

The Weekly Challenger
welcomes a new advertiser:
Earnest Williams Insurance
Agency/State Farm
See our new Real Estate Listings
section on the Classifieds! page 14.
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Challenger editor
TAMPA BAY - It’s all
about the kids, says An
thony Sullivan, president
of the Running Soles Youth
Club. Anything that we as
parents and coaches can do
to help them - that’s what
it’s all about.
The youth of the Run
ning Soles have proven just
as dedicated as their orga
nization’s president. Every
day they practiced in the
heat of summer, with a goal
in mind. They could be
found running the track at
St. Petersburg High, Mon
day through Friday eve
nings, in preparation for the
AAU State Championships
at the University of Florida
in Gainesville, from June
23-26. Already, 29 athletes
had qualified for what they
had their sights set so high
on - the Junior Olympics, a
chance to prove how good

they were, that they could
make it to the next step and
excel.
A non-profit organiza
tion, the Running Soles
Youth Track' Club has 13
coaches who volunteer
their time to help those at
risk. Formed in December
2003, the mission of the
Running Soles Youth Track
Club is to provide an after
school program to help
develop youth leaders and
athletes of tomorrow. It is
their goal to develop happy,
healthy, and confident
young athletes through
placing them in events
where they can excel. It is
also their intent to assist
our youth in becoming
active in giving back to our
community..
The St. Petersburgbased Running Soles Youth
Track Club, in its second
year of existence, recently
placed 1st at .the 14th

Annual Bay Area Youth
Track and Field (BAYTAF)
Classic in the Division II
(teams with 20 to 44 ath
letes) held at University of
South Florida. This event,
held over Memorial Day
weekend, had over 2,100
athletes that competed
from Cayman Islands, Ba
hamas, New Orleans,
.Georgia
and
North
Carolina.
The Junior Olympics is
to be held July 29.- August
6, 2005, in New Orleans,
La.; the Running Soles are
asking for your help in
making this happen. The
organization needs finan
cial assistance from private
citizens, businesses,' com
munity leaders and church
es - in sending our youth
from St. Petersburg to com
pete in the state’and nation
al track & field competi
tions. They are in need of
two rental vans (Junior

photos by Rassi

Olympics), lunch and din
ner sponsors, hotel expens
es or vouchers (one to nine
days per athlete), and spon
sors for athletes ($250
Junior Olympics). Their
youth, parents and coaches
thank'you for your support.
You can send your tax de
ductible check to: Running
Soles Youth Track Club,
P.O. Box 10165, St. Peters
burg, Florida 33733.
Any donation will be
accepted. All sponsors will
be recognized for there
contribution in helping our
youth.
For more information,
Running Souls Youth Track
Club President Anthony
Sullivan can be contacted
by e-mail: asullivan644
@aol.com, (cell) (813)
508-0972 or (home) (727)
823-2759.

2005 Graduate of Thomas Jefferson High School,
appearing with Mrs; Caroline Plummer, Dilliards
representative presents the award.

TAMPA BAY - Re
cently, the 2nd Annual
Cotillion-Debutante Award
and Scholarship Extrava
ganza 2005 was held the
Doubletree Hotel Tampa
Westshore. The Weekly
Challenger congratulates
Miss Senior CotillionDebutate De’Andra Mar

shall on her win! As the
selected debutante, Mar
shall received a $300
scholarship, which will
help her lighten the finan
cial load as she attends
Hillsborough Community

Cotillion
continued on pg. 6

New Habitat House dedicated in
Midtown ... see pg. 3

Health Dept. offers free breast and cer
vical exams ... see pg. 4
Challenger’s Rick Gee collaborates jam
sessions ... see pg. 5

Mourning the loss of Luther Vandross
...see pg, 10
Black woman justice breaks barriers

J

... see pg. 15
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For the latest news on Mlhtown. see our
Mltltown News sections on pages 3 a 4!
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Invest In Yourself
by Sean J. Lewis
Considering the condi
tion of numerous AfroAmericans and many of
our communities, one must
begin to consider how
Afro-Americans utilize the
“Almighty American Dol
lar” to their advantage. We
are considered to comprise
the largest bracket of con
sumers, in a country that
sets the standards and
trends for the world. Some
of the same people that still
harbor racist attitudes and
employ tactics that attempt
to undermine our advance
ments, thrive off of the
seemingly ever friendly
Afro-American
dollar.
Fortune 500 companies
have come to realize the
power of the Afro-Ameri
can dollar, and some are
beginning to research their
pasts and apologize to the
Afro-American populace
for the roles that their com
panies played during the
slave cartel. Business
moguls truly understand
the strength of the AfroAmerican dollar, and are
fervently attempting to stay
within our good graces.
The evolution of Afro-
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small businesses that are
essential to the everyday
activities of our communi
ties. Every other race of
American citizens, has
been able to monopolize
their local business mar
kets. They have ensured
that they will solely reep
the rewards of their money,
by allowing their currency
to recirculate throughout
their communities. Some
may harbor the feeling that
it is too late to even attempt
to correct this enigma and
regain control of the local
economic situation in their
neighborhoods. Individuals
who harbor these type
thoughts are failing to rec
ognize the path that our
forefathers took, that • en
abled us to enjoy the life
styles that we fashion our
selves with today.
All anyone'has to do is
peruse through our history
in this country, and they
will easily find true solu
tions to many of the obsta
cles that are impeding our
progress. For example, in
1955, the Montgomery Bus
Boycott was able to bring
forth an unprecedented
amount of unity amongst

our, people and also bring
the city of Montgomery,
Alabama to its knees finan
cially. At the time, our
counterparts
employed
every tactic imagineable to
deter our predecessors
from achieving their goal
of acquiring equal rights.
Our counterparts attempted
everything from their crude
strategy of bringing about
division and confusion, to
literally attempting to beat
our predecessors into sub
mission at every given op
portunity. In the end, the
Afro-American consumers
of the Montgomery transit
system won the battle and
fueled a movement to
wards equal rights for all
mankind.
There are still some
people who will probably
say that the tactics em
ployed in the turbulent 50’s
and 60’s (against our op
pressors) are too archaic to
be used in this day and age.
We are truly living in the
information age, and tech
nology has advanced the
lifestyles of every man and
woman in this country.
While we enjoy the bene
fits of technology and the

advancements that technol ey that we have blindly
ogy has brought into our been spending with every
lives, the basic rules of the one else, we will essential
business world have not ly have completed the first
changed at all. Any busi steps of a movement that
ness that does not satisfy will ensure our place in this
their specified range of country. Once we show
customers, will never last. America what the truly
If your community is not united Afro-American dol
satisfied with the way the lar can accomplish, we will
businesses that are located transcend our race from
in your immediate areas are mere pawns in the game,
giving back to your com into a powerhouse that de
munity, the community mands respect and appreci
must begin to let it be ation on every level of life
known and show these type in this country. We will not
businesses just how pre have to worry about the po
cious our currency is. We liticians of America forget
cannot continue to patron ting about us, like they do
ize businesses that have de until it is an election year
cided not to help the com and they begin to compete
munities that they thrive in. for our votes. There is only
The Afro-American dollar one aspect that we can ne
is just as potent today, as it ver forget and once again
incorporate in our struggle
was in the 50’s and 60’s.
Recirculating
our and daily lives, and that is
money in our communities, God. For as it is written,
through the hands of Afro- “The thing that hath been,
Americans, is the stepping it is that which shall be;
stone to our advancement and that which is done is
in the realm of equality. that which shall be done:
Once we begin to dominate and there is no new thing
the economics of our local under the sun.” (Eccl. 1:9
areas, and allow our bre KJV)
Comments may be sent
thren the opportunity to
to: Sean J. Jewis, 1318 E.
receive the benefits associ Maxwell St., Pensacola, FL
ated with earning the mon-

32503.

Stella Has Lost Her Groove
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American economics has
been moving at a snail’s
pace, as of late. While there
are more and more AfroAmerican entrepreneurs
testing the waters of the
ever-indecisive world of
business, we still have not
been able to capitalize and
get a firm grasp on the cur
rency that freely flows
throughout our own com
munities. We have allowed
every other race and na
tionality to come in and
subsequently dominate the
basic economics of our
neighborhoods.
Many
times everything from the
local comer store, gas sta
tion and grocery store have
no ties (other than being an
outlet to receive our mon
ey) to the Afro-American
communities that they
thrive in. Due to the fact
that we are not in control of
our local economics, our
communities have been on
a downward spiral that
includes violence, rampant
drug activity, and a loss in
property values.
Afro-Americans must
become conscious of the
immediate rewards of own
ing the very productive

Jasmyne Cannick
by Jasmvne Cannick
Author
Terry
McMillan has filed for
divorce from her 30-yearold Jamaican husband
Jonathan Plummer, who
inspired the 1996 novel
"How Stella Got Her
Groove Back." McMillan
who is 53, says she decided
to end her 6 1/2-year mar
riage after learning her hus
band is gay and accuses
him of using her to gain
U.S. citizenship.
With R. Kelly's recent
exploitation of mainstream
America's "down low" phe
nomenon (and I say main
stream America because
the "down low" is nothing
new to the gay and lesbian
community
and
only
gained popularity with the
arrival of J.L. King's book
Living on the Down,
Oprah's DL show and the
revelation that men on the
"down low" could be
blamed for the rising num
ber of African American
women
contracting

HIV/AIDS), it's starting all
over again.
I can hear it now.
"All the good men are
taken or gay."
McMillan's troubles
are sure to spark the next
"down low" alert for Black
women and Black men
both gay and straight will
take the heat and begin a
new wave of anti-gay
stereotypes among hetero
sexual black women.
Seldom admitted is the
fact that most women have
no problems with the
"Jack's" (Will & Grace) of
the world. In fact, it's been
an increasing trend now
with women to have gay
male friends. No, the prob
lem lies with the "Omar's"
(HBO's The Wire). The
men, that women find
themselves attracted to but
the feeling isn't mutual.
The men who cannot be
"clocked" at first glance.
But
what
about
McMillan's soon to be exhusband?
Bom and raised in Ja
maica (which is known for
it's homophobic culture) he
can never return home for
fear of being murdered,
now that it's public knowl
edge that he's gay.
Gays and lesbians of
Caribbean descent have
been fleeing their native
countries for years for fear
of being viciously beaten
or murdered. Deeply reli
gious and conservative,
Jamaicans simply do not
tolerate "batty boys" and

"sodomites."
Some of our most be
loved reggae recording ar
tists spew lyrics of killing
gays over their hypnotic
beats.
But still, it's not that far
fetched of an idea to
believe that Plummer did
marry McMillan to gain his
U.S. citizenship so that he
could live long enough to
see' his 25th birthday and
beyond. However, I am
more inclined to believe
that Plummer married
McMillan for different rea
sons.
Many gays and les
bians get involved with
someone of the opposite
sex in hopes of being cured
from their . "sinful" and
"wicked" ways. In fact,
heterosexual family mem
bers and friends often
encourage it.
It's very possible that
he did love McMillan, but
realized that he wasn't in
love and being true to him
self. Therefore he decided
to break free. That coupled
with living in a country that
doesn't murder gays on
site, (we only damn our
gays to hell), probably gave
him enough strength to
come out.
Nevertheless, he is
going to be the one blamed
in the public's eye, but
don't be so quick to vilify
all gay men.
While McMillan's hus
band is of Jamaican des
cent, American's have
shown that they aren't so

Terry McMillan has written the self-inspired
"How Stella Got Her Groove Back," and
"Waiting To Exhale." Here, she’s seen winning an
Essence Award.

accepting of any sexual ori
entation other than hetero
sexual as evident in the last
Presidential election where
President Bush intentional
ly used the isshe of gay
marriage as a scare tactic
and wedge in the AfricanAmerican community.
If I weren't already out
as a lesbian, I probably
would never come out,
considering today's cli
mate.
While everyone's so
quick to jump on the "down
low" bandwagon, there are
very few voices speaking
on why the "down low"
exists. It's assumed that
you are straight and any
thing different means that

you are not normal. We
encourage safe sex and
HIV testing, but not the
disclosure of sexual prefer
ences if it's anything other
than heterosexual.
The "down low" exists
because of every deprecat
ing and hateful comment
ever made about gays in
the workplace, at the dinner
table, in line at the grocery
store, at the nail shop, on
the courts and everywhere
else.
For every sissy, faggot,
bull dagger, batty boy and
sodomite that fell off of
someone's lips within ear
shot of others, another per
son pushed themselves
deeper and deeper into the

closet.
We created the "down
low."
So in the coming
weeks as this story grows
bigger and bigger and we
find ourselves engaged in
casual conversation around
it, we should think before
we speak and choose our
words carefully.
Terry's situation is un
fortunate. But I have no
doubt that she will get her
groove back, write a book
about it and sell the movie
rights. Who knows? Maybe
Terry and J.L. King's exwife will write a book
together.
"Too many of us are
hung up on what we don't
have, can't have, or won't
ever have. We spend too
much energy being down,
when we could use that
same energy — if not less of
it - doing, or at least trying
to do, some of the things
we really want to do." Terry McMillan.
Sounds like Terry
could use some of her own
advice and move on with
her life.
At 27, Jasmyne Cannick
is a board member of the
National Black Justice Coa
lition, the nation's only Black
gay civil rights group and a
member of the National Association of Black Journalists.
Cannick a Los Angeles native
is a communications strategist
who is pursuing her long-term
interest in public policy and
journalism. She can be
reached via her website at
www.jasmynecannick. com.
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MIDTOWN NEWS
PROJECT ACCESS Pinellas Habitat For Humanity Breaks Ground

On Coldwell Banker-Sponsored House

PINELLAS COUN
TY- Pinellas Habitat for
Humanity and Coldwell
Banker Residential Real
Estate CARES foundation
broke ground on a Habitat
for Humanity home in the
Midtown neighborhood of
St.
Petersburg
on
Wednesday, June 29 at 8
a.m. The home is located
at 759 15th Ave. S. in St.
Petersburg and was built
for the Marilyn Odum
family. Scheduled to
speak were representa
tives from Pinellas Habitat
for Humanity, Coldwell
Banker Residential Real
Estate and the Habitat
family.
The groundbreaking
ceremony ended with a
"Blessing of the Hands” of
the volunteers.

It Habitat for Humanity
ding Hatnes, Building Hope, Building Communities

10
81 MP1M1A1 RtAt 1SIATL
<: ARKS

by Tracie Reddick

For Sponsoring this House For the Odum Family

(727) 209-1317

TO GET INVOLVED CALL 727-536-4755

KINFOLKS Opens
Second Location To
Serve Clients In
Need Of Jobs
Beginning July 11,
KINFOLKS will open its
second Project ACCESS
site at the Enoch Davis
Family Center.
Located at 1111 18th
Ave. S., clients can access
job Services in Room 9,
Suite B, of the Enoch
Davis Center from 8:30
a.m. until 5 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays.
As KINFOLKS direc
tor, I’ve noticed that the
response has. been over
whelming. I think the vol
ume of people that have
come through our doors
demonstrates a true need
for a program of this kind

vices ranging from job
placement to resume assis
tance
through
KIN
FOLKS, which opened
Project ACCESS
six
months ago.
In addition to job serv
ices, clients receive bus
passes and business attire
once employed or have
interviews
scheduled.
They also can conduct on
line computer searches and
receive referrals to other
agencies for things such as
housing and medical assis
tance.
Due to the success of
the program, KINFOLKS which stands for Kids In
Need of Families Offering

in the Midtown communi

Love, Kindness & Support

ty

- added a second location
at the Enoch Davis Center
to make services more
accessible to clients seek
ing to meet in a more neu
tral place.
Project ACCESS will
now operate three days a
week at Enoch Davis and
two days at its current
location at the DavisBradley Building, 1735
Martin Luther King Jr.
Street South, Room 132.
The program will ope
rate at the Davis Bradley
site on Tuesdays from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m., and will pri
marily serve clients en
rolled at Bridges of Amer
ica. However, anyone
seeking a job can access
services on that day.
On Thursdays, the
office will be staffed at the
Davis-Bradley location,
but it is strictly reserved
strictly for case manage
ment, grant writing and
other training tasks. Cli
ents must have an appoint
ment to access services on
Thursdays.
For more information,
call Tracie Reddick at
(727) 209-1317.

I'd like to thank
CASA,
the
YWCA,
Bridges of America and
My Brother's Keeper, for
referring clients to Project
ACCESS and for assisting
KINFOLKS in making the
program a success. Also,
I'd like to thank the clients
who have come to us seek
ing help. It has been a true
pleasure working with all
of them.
By setting up shop at
Enoch Davis, Project
.ACCESS will fill an
employment void left by
WorkNet Pinellas, which
was housed at the center
but recently moved to an
other location.
Project ACCESS spe
cializes in finding employ
ment for ex-offenders,
people with, limited En
glish skills and low-income residents.
KINFOLKS is one of
three agencies receiving
Project ACCESS funding
from Worknet Pinellas and
technical assistance from
Catholic Charities.
Since its inception,
more than 200 people have
accessed employment ser

^SShttat for Humanity

For Sponsoring this

House For the Odom Famli

•T INVOLVED CALL 727-536-4755

\
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Gomez, Papa & Gipe, LLC
■

Firm Handling All Accident, Injury & Death Claims,
Premises Liability, Slip & Fails & Medical Malpractice

727-461-HELP

Your vote is your voice!

Speak to an Attorney 24/7
For a Free Case Evaluation!

Have you been convicted .of a felony?
In Florida.ex-felons lose the right to vote,
even after completion of the sentence.

Apply to get your vote back!

Gosts
messhY.ffQlWIN!,

f’N

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
together with Rep. Arthenia Joyner, Citizens United
for Equality Now and the Sojourner Truth Center
announce the opening of a FREE step-by-step
rights restoration workshop on

ft 461-11 bl-Fe

^^^--2037»Rrst’Avenue

St Petersburg, FL 337I3.^»

Saturday, July 16
*** Russell Lee Allen
(3
REALTOR

9:30 AM to 12:30 PM

Mills First, Inc.
8601 4th Street North, Suite 100
St. Petersburg, Florida 33702
Direct (727) 577-5100
Fax (727) 577-3246
Toll Free 1-800-226-6064
email: RussellRLA43@aol.com

(and the third Saturday of every month:
August 20, September 17, October 15,
November 19 and December 17, 2005)

Enoch Davis Center

111118th Avenue South St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Handing - AM Acctoents, injury & Death Claims.

iffy

a

JLu Js

The Wring of a lawyer is an important riedston that.shauM not be based sotefy
up«»eriv»ttenaits. Before you
to send you free writtw
intenatta

experience. Fees uanpeted before costs

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated

Cali 813-254*0925 for more information

To Place Aji /W to The Weekly
Challenger NeUKflRpetr, Call Us At
(727) 896-1Z922 Today!
f

Sponsored by the Florida Rights Restoration Coalition

Please Support Our Paper by
Patronizing Our Advertisers
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Deloris Johnson poses with her planned future purchase.
photos by Linda Young

Badcock
from front page
wife Angela, who helps
and is an accountant with
an office nearby.
Being a member of the
community seemed benefi
cial because one attendee
at the event had never pur
chased from Badcock be
fore but said she planned
to
Deloris Johnson, who
attends church with the

Berthelot family, walked
around the store. It wasn’t
too long before she said, "I
already see something I
need," as she pointed to a
mattress with a soft top.
Baker also announced
that two national banks
appeared to, be in competi
tion to "put a bank in the
heart of St. Petersburg."
The location is 18th Ave
nue South and 22nd Street,
across from the new
SweetBay grocery store

ll .........

Bill

'

:

...

YOU CAN

1
fills
1

trust State Farm*'
to help you

fig

..... —- — .... ..

Talk to me about multi-ear and
multiple line discounts and more
to find out how much yon could

i
i

save on car insurance.

j

I

1 _______________
r

■

Earnest Williams Ins Agcy Inc

8184th

Earnest Williams, Agent
Street'North
St Petersburg, IL 33701
Bus: 72705586

■
' f
■

51FATE FARM |

II*iSURANCl

Stale kuro Mutual Am limolhie tofoice
f not in
Sate teiro tafww Company lN.fi • SUgmoo, Il

how can you keep
The tftiih a ii'ttle of your time can make a lifetime
of difference Because kids with something to do
are less likely to dor drugs. Yea can teip, For more
inloroafioft on drug prevention programs in your
community, call or visit:

B,,.
4}

187? KIDS 313
www.youcanhelpkids.org
OBlC* «*

llrnt Omad IWifT

A

J

I

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR,
STATE FARM IS THERE/

Part of the crowd seated in the parking lot outside the store included the Berthelot family in the front row with Mama T. Lassiter (on
right), a community activist and Baker standing in the back.

The Pinellas County Health Department has a FREE Breast &
Cervical Cancer Screening Program for women who have: low
income and are 50 to 64 years of age.
This program includes breast and pelvic exam, Pap test and
mammogram.
Call us at (727) 824-6917far info or to make an appointment.

ST. PETERSBURG COLLEGE
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS!!
Do you have a few hours each week you would like to share?
St. Petersburg College, Midtown Campus located in the
St. Petersburg Housing Authority’s Center for Achievement
on the corner of 22nd Street and 1 Oth Avenue South
is in need of volunteer tutors in:

Regular Exams Can Help
Prevent Cervical Cancer

SAVE MONEY.
11181
¥?;?;'•

that is under construction.
For information on
ownership or manager op
portunities with Badcock
Home Furniture & More,
call 1-800-223-2625. For
information about other
business opportunities dr
for free assistance in run
ning an existing business
call the St. Petersburg City
Business
Development
Center at (727) 893-7146;

;

j

Cervical cancer takes
years to develop and grow.
This cancer does not form
suddenly; First, some cells
begin to change from nor-;
mal to pre-cancer and then
to cancer. This can take a
number of years, although
sometimes it happens more
quickly.
Cervical cancer was
once one of the most com
mon (causes pf cancer
death
for
American
women; B.ut since 1955 the
number of deaths from cer
vical cancer has declined
significantly. The main
reason for this change is
the use of the Papanicolau
(Pap) test to find cervical
cancer early
While it’s true that cer
vical cancer has been
reduced in the U.S., there
are still nearly 4,000
deaths from cervical can
cer every year. In Florida,
730 new cases of cervical
cancer will be diagnosed
this year. Most of these
women do not get regular
Pap tests, which can detect
moist early signs of cervi
cal cancer. In fact, accord
ing to the American
Cancer Society, more than
60% of women diagnosed
with cervical cancer have
never had a Pap test.
Up to 99 percent of
cervical cancer cases are
linked to the human papil
loma virus (HPV), a sexu
ally transmitted infection.
There is a test to detect
HPV. While most women
infected with HPV will not

develop cervical cancer,
doctors urge women to be
aware' of this important
risk factor, and to get Pap
tests regularly.
.Other Risk Factors
Include:
• Increasing age
• No prior Pap smear
screening
• Multiple sexual part
ners; or high-risk male
partners
• First intercourse at an
early age
• Sexually transmitted
diseases
• Smoking
• Using non-barrier:
birth control methods
Regular Exams- are
Essential
Some women think
that they do not need pel
vic exams or Pap tests
once they have stopped:
having children. This is not
true. The pelvic exam may
help spot diseases of the
female organs. However, it
won’t find cancer of the
cervix at an early stage. To
do that, the' Pap test is
needed
The Pap test is often
done just before the pelvic
exam. The doctor will re
move cells from the cervix
by gently brushing or
scraping with a special
device. The cells are sent
to a lab to be looked at
under a microscope for ab
normal changes.
The American Cancer
Society recommends that
all women should begin
having the Pap test about

three years after they start
having sex (vaginal inter
course), but no later than'
21 years Of age. The test
should be done every year
if the regular Pap test is
used, or every two to three
years if the newer liquidbased Pap test is used.
Either test is okay
Beginning at age 30,
women who have had
three normal test results in
a row may get the test
every two to three years.'
Check with your doc
tor. Women who have cer
tain risk, factors (HIV
infection, weakened im
mune system) should have
a Pap test every year and
should possibly be screen
ed for HPV, Check with
your doctor for more infor
mation regarding risk fac
tors.
Women 70 years or
older who have had three
or more normal tests in a
row (and no abnormal tests
in the last 10 years) may
choose to stop having the
test. Women who have had
cervical cancer or who
have other risk factors
should keep on having the
test as long as they are in
good health,
Women who have had
a total hysterectomy (re
moval of the uterus and
cervix) for reasons other,
than having cancer or a
precancerous lesion may
also’ choose to stop having
the test.

We Welcome Your Articles and Pictures
of Community Events - Especially
Midtown News - You Feel Would Be of
Interest to the Public
r

Reading
Writing
Biology
Mathematics
Elementary Algebra
Intermediate Algebra
College Algebra
Receptionists are also needed!

Hours, are flexible Monday - Thursday from 9:30am - 8:30pm
and Friday 9:30am - 4:00pm
Enjoy volunteer benefits including access to
athletic facility and library privileges, bookstore
discounts and access to college-sponsored events.
Give' a few hours each week and become
an important part of your community college.
Call St. Petersburg College, Special Services at (727) 341-4303.

I control my diabetes so I'll be around
to see the next Jackie Robinson.
Controlling diabetes
makes a huge difference.

1

My granddaughter weans the world
to we. So I’m controlling riiv
diabetes. That weans 1 keep my
blood sugar close to normal by
watching what I eat and walking
every day. I always take my
medicine and test my blood sugar.

IS#
■

W ith my diabetes under control,
1 feel a lot better and have more
energy. Best of all. I'm going to
be around for my family,,, for my
friends,., for life.

irThr
N 4 T I Q N A i.

O J A>

es

wucatjoh-

? RO a RAM

( jtll 1-800-438-5383 to learn more.
Or visit us at lwtp-yZndep.nihgo\’
A (&ni program
of the Nations!
Institutes of
Health antf the
Centers for
Disease Control
and Prevention.

VU/y
Control your
dianetes.
• zv
K’5

* nnmc stuwa w tw» (t»uc*no»

The Kingly Law According
to the Scriptures
‘•All things, therefore, that you want men to do to you, you must
likewise do to them, this in fact, is what the Law and the prophets
mean.”
— Matthew 7:12

»

>
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
Don’t Worry, Be
Healthy!

Local Education News In Brief

RECOLLECTIONS

Scholarship
Opportunity
Johelen Anions Smith Scholarship

Congratulations,
LaToya!

Ben Rogers Lamar University BISD 7 Have a
Dream’ Program

by Frances Pinckney

Celebrating The
Fourth of July
Frederick Douglass - a
leading abolitionist, politi
cian and editor - was born
a slave in Maryland in
1817, 41 years after the
Declaration of Indepen
dence was adopted on July
4, 1776.
Douglass was invited
to speak at a 4th of July
celebration in Rochester,
NY., when he was a very
young
man:
"Fellow
Citizens, pardon me and
allow me to ask why am I
called upon to speak to
speak today? Perhaps you
mean to mock me; for
what do I have to do with
your celebration? What to
the American Slave is your
4th of July? I answer ‘A
day that reveals to him
more than all other days in
the year the gross injustice
and cruelty to which he is

cance of the Declaration of
Independence, we had to
memorize a part of it in
school. I still can recite
most of the first paragraph
from memory "When in
the course of human events
it becomes necessary for
one people to dissolve the
political hands which have
connected them with an
other..." But of course
everyone knows this part
of the Declaration of In
dependence: "We hold
these truths to be self evi
dent that all men are creat
ed equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable
rights."
The 4th of July’s
Declaration of Indepen
dence was a prelude, a
very long one, to the
Emancipation Proclama

To

tion, which was submitted

the constant victim.

him your celebration is a as a draft by President
sham. Your boasted liber Lincoln to his cabinet in
ty, an unholy license, your 1862. January 1863 he
shouts of liberty and equal signed the "Emancipation
Proclamation,"
which
ity hollow mockery.’"
freed
the
salves.
From the tone of this
Each year, I celebrate
speech, it is doubtful that
Douglass stayed for the all the 4th of July with family
American 4th of July feast. and friends. I look forward
No doubt, his speech - with to the beautiful firework
all of its eloquence, candor, displays in the Tampa Bay
and truth - did not set well area and the special patri
with the white folk. He did otic programs on televi
not bite his tongue so to sion. I, who usually leave
speak. He was a freeman; food preparation to the
he escaped from slavery in deli, make hot dogs and
1938 from Baltimore to burgers and stock up on
New York. He spoke his Cokes - diet and regular. A
mind to anyone, anyplace, friend told me that black
folks were not allowed to
anytime.
No doubt that the buy Coca Cola • in his
smell of the good food at hometown of Lake City,
the celebration, roasted Fla., when he was a little
pig, hunches of venison, boy. "I asked to buy a
pies, puddings, and cakes Coca Cola and the man
whetted his appetite, but it told me to get an R C Cola,
is mostly likely that he vis because he could not sell
ited friends and dined with Cokes to colored people,"
them where chicken and he said. I wonder if that
fish were fried in huge iron man lived long enough to
pots, collard greens and see colored .people in ads
peas with strong delicious on television selling Coke
aromas were served with products and getting paid
big bucks.
compone.
Yes, we have come a
I vaguely recall cele
brating the 4th of July long way since Frederick
when I was a child. We Douglass made that speech
celebrated the‘20th of May, at the 4th of July celebra
which was the alleged date tion in New York. There is
that the slaves received the widespread celebration of
news of freedom in Flori the 4th of July by African
da. However, we were Americans and other eth
well aware of the signifi nic groups.

THERE IS ONLY ONE
RACE IN THIS
WORLD - THE
HUMAN RACE

LaToya
Michelle
Allen, who is an alumnus
of Gibbs High School
(class of 2001) graduated
from the Florida State Uni
versity on the 30th day of
April. She received a Ba
chelors Of Science Degree
in English Education. She
will return to Florida State
University’s Graduate Pro
gram in the fall to seek a
Masters Degree in Busi

ed a 16-week internship at
Lincoln High School (in
Tallahassee, Fla.), consis
tently maintained a mini
mum G.P.A. of 3.4
throughout her entire col
lege career, and has re
ceived both her Teaching
Certification and Substi
tuting Certification.
Allen thanks God, her
mother (Jamie Wilburn),
her family and friends for

The
Ben
Rogers
Lamar University BISD "I
Have a Dream" Program
gives encouragement and
support to academically
talented students facing
hurdles to completing their
education. Upon gradua
tion from high school, stu
dents are assigned a
"dream’ mentor. With fur
ther encouragement and
support, students will ful

ness Administration.

their love and support dur

fill goals of higher educa

Of her many accom
plishments, Allen complet

ing these! years. TO GOD
BE THE GLORY!

tion. Enrollment in Lamar
University (Beaumont) is

of

contingent upon receiving
the $3,000 scholarship.
v Regina Rogers of
Beaumont, Texas, friend
Johelen’s brother, Thom
Amons (also of Beau
mont), made a $3,000 con
tribution in Johelen’s me
mory.
For more information
about this scholarship,
please contact Lamar

and approach to music are
very much his own; while
drawing on the influences
of John Coltrane, James
Brown and Stevie Wonder.
He is a player mindful of
the past, yet always trying
to incorporate a sound that
is modem and will connect
with today’s listener.

at www.lamar.edu.

matches engage in a wide
variety of fun activities,
everything from baking
cookies to watching a
parade. The program also,
provides other free group

,.i

Westcoast Black Theatre Troupe

DUKE ELLINGTON’S

The Adopt-A-Grandchild program badly needs
mature adult volunteers to
mentor children in need of
guidance and companion
ship: Volunteers are asked
to commit up to four hours
a week, for a year as a
match to a child in need of
support arid friendship.
Mentors
and
their

Carter began his musical
career in Omaha, Nebraska
and played with such noted
artist as Preston Love,
Russell Malone - and the
Nebraska Jazz Orchestra.
The Palladium is locat
ed at 253 Fifth Ave. N. The
performance, jam session
and buffet will be held in
the Palladium’s Stavros
Great Room. Entry will be
on their Third Street North
entrance. Don’t miss this
evening of jazz, which will
be the first of many to
come!
For ticket information
and other inquiries, please
call the palladium at (727)
822-3590, or visit them
online at www.palladiumtheatre.com.

activities throughout the
year, such as skating par
ties, picnics and holiday
celebrations.'
No experience is nec
essary to make a profound
difference in the life of a
child. Formal training, ori
entation and ongoing sup
port from staff case work• ers is provided to all vol
unteers throughout the
match process.
For information about
volunteering, please call
(727) 538-7460.

Mobile P.D. Unit
11?

bring the courthouse to you

ST. PETERSBURG There’s a new service at
the Sanderlin Center - a
Mobile Public Defender
Unit, with the slogan, “We
Are The Hope!”
With this service, there
is a FREE lawyer on
board, providing legal

advice for cases, warrants
arid fines.
Services are scheduled
for the first Tuesday of
each month, at 2 p.m.
They may also be
reached by calling them
collect at (727) 464-687l.s

Before You Buy or Lease
Any Phone System

Momentum Communications
For The Absolute Best Price/Service
• Consultation - System Design
• Replace or Update Equipment
• Service Contracts

ext 16 • Fax 813*977*5442
Ask (or Ron

__ ---- ------__ PSPS ~
CALAMARI
THE WAV IT SHOULD BE...
LIGHT AS A FEATHER,
GOLDEN FRIED IN
1OO% PEANUT OIL
ONLV $4.99

PPHiJTiQTO lADiCf
July 7 at 8:15 p.m. - July 8 at 8:15 p.m.
July 9 at at 2:15 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. - July 10 at 2:15 p.m.

Health Screenings, Pri
mary Medical Care, and
Referrals.
• Where: The MMU
will be at the Sanderlin
Center, 2335 - 22nd Ave.
S.
• Times: Tentatively,
the first Friday of the
month from 4-7 p.m. In
August, every other Satur
day from 12-3 p.m. Be
sure to get a calendar from
MMU, the Sanderlin Cen
ter or your local Health
Department for exact dates
and times. Note: If you
missed the MMU at the
Sanderlin Center this past
Friday, please note that the
Mobile Medical Unit will
be at Campbell Park
Neighborhood Center on
Friday, July 15, from.4 7:30 p.m.
For more information,
please contact the Sander
lin Center at (727) 3219444.

Adopt-A-Grandchild
Needs You

University at (409) 8808888, or visit them online

Rick Gee’s JazzJamm And Palladium
Team Up For ‘Cabaret Jam Session’
ST. PETERSBURG- with a set by the Jeremy
The Palladium and Weekly Carter Quartet, and will
Challenger correspondent include, the playing of
Rick Gee (of Rick Gee’s many local artists will be
JazzJamm) will begin pre dropping in for the jam,
Saxophonist Jeremy
senting a monthly Cabaret
Jam Session and buffet.. Carter resides and per
The first event kicks off on forms in the Tampa Bay
Thursday, July 21 at 7 p.m/ area,' playing with several
The evening will begin different groups. His style

ST. PETERSBURG Currently, • Human Serv
ices’ Mobile Medical Unit
and the Sanderlin Center
are collaborating to pro
vide health care to lowincome families and indi
viduals.
The Mobile Medical
Unit (MMU) staff works
out of a 37 foot van that
operates as a “rolling phy
sician’s office.”
MMU is also partner
ing with the Pinellas Coun
ty Health Department to
provide this much needed
medical service to the
community.
• Services will be
available for adults and
children who do not have
private medical insurance,
Medicaid, Medicare or
who are not eligible for
Veteran’s Administration
benefits.
. • Services provided
include: Physicals and

400 - 49th St South
St.. Petersburg, FL

MID PEN1N1ULA SEAFOOD

Adults $ 19.00 - Students $9.00

MARKET & REITAURANT

LIVE ON STAGE AT OCALA CIVIC THEATRE

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY

327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin'

FOR OVER 21 YEAR'

4337 East Silver Springs Boulevard - Ocala

Information and Reservations: (352) 236-2274
Clip this ctd and receive a $2.00 discount oft the regular price of admission
.s

Valid for up to two (2) tickets purchased on the same day.
Not valid with any other discounts. Expires July 10,2005,

Please Support Our Paper by
Patronizing Our Advertisers

I
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The History of Jazz Part VII
Up until about the
early 1920’s, jazz had
found its way from New
Orleans to Chicago and
then back again to New
Orleans^ However, one
might be; wondering what
.was taking : place in New
York, where for. years,
thousands of jazz musi
cians have aspired to live
and work. Back in the day,
while jazz was kicking its
heels m the South; New
York folks were thinking
of the music as some type
of novelty. Jazz-was some
thing that had come about
after ragtime, but that Was
it. .no big thing
Nothing was really
happening in New York, as
far, as jazz was concerned.
But, it continued to grow
in New Orleans arid
Chicago. Every once in
awhile, a New York band
would introduce jazz into
their repertoire, mixing it
with sweet arid swing
dance music.
But, at
dances: and the like, most
of the larger all white
dance bands , were still
playing .then fox. trots Occasionally, one of the
band members would
breakout into a solo, how
arid ..then, but nothing real
ly to Comment about.
However, uptown in an
other part of the city,
where the residents were
predominately black, a dif
ferent trend or develop
ment in music was taking
place. Something new, ex
citing, and very, very Hot!
In the 1920’s, the Har
lem district of New York
had become its premiere
black community with
more than 200,000 black
residents. Some might
recall neighborhood "rent"
parties, 'where apartment
. fundraisers, were held just
about every weekend. It
was at these parties that
jazz was slowly raking root
as simply the neighbor
hood music, Hardly, a
weekend went by without
someone throwing a ‘rent
party’ Usually, there was
aii old piano to be played
sitting in, the corner of an
apartment, and the best Of
the local musicians would
come' to play and eventual
ly wind up in a swinging
jam session Some of the
players
were
hardly
knpwg, but could play up a
storm, Jammin’ at the par
ties were musicians such
as Fats Waller, William
(Count) Basie, Willie ‘The
Lion’ Smith, and even
Duke Ellington was known
to come up from Wash
ington, D.C. just to play, at
a .particular jam.
Referred to as ‘Harlem
Piano’ music by jazz en
thusiasts, it soon became a
tradition. The music being
played was a, beautiful

mixture of blues, ragtime
arid show music. It was
the musicians’ persona to
be flamboyant, while at the
same time; demonstrating
their showmanship and
creative imagination while
improvising. As one can
,see, this was the beginning
of jam sessions and jazz
improvisation, as we know
it to be today. The smaller
groups inevitably took up
this new style of swinging
while playing, and then the
larger ones followed suit.
During this' time peri
od, there were no particu
lar outstanding bands, but
there were musicians who
were slowly working their
way to playing at the level
of. musicians who .had
come before them, such as
Sidney . Bechet (soprano
sax) arid Johnny Hodges
(alto sax),. And, now that
some decent, musical talent
was finding its way into
New York City from New
Orleans and Chicago, it
was only a matter pf time;
before .New York would
become a place of great
bands.

Pianist and arranger
Fletcher Henderson
was the leader of One
of the first great jazz
bands?,'
Pianist and arranger
Fletcher Henderson was
the leader of one of the
'first great jazz bands HiS
band was comprised of
mostly young musicians
who were struggling with
this new musical approach,
which included improvisa
tion But, when Coleman
Hawkins (tenor sax) joined
the band in 1923,- things
were set to happen, and it
did upon the arrival from
Chicago of Louis Arm
strong in 1924. Soori after
wards, arranger Don Red
man was . added to the
group along with some of
the best and hippest black
players in New York.
Henderson’s band soori
became the principal force
in orchestrating this new
and very exciting jazz
music
Great things were be
ginning to happen for jazz,
and then from Washington,
D.C. came the formidable
Duke Ellington who went
on to prit together a band
that would ..stay together
for fifty' years. Ip 1926,
Ellington took his band to

play, into the famous Cot
ton Club. And, wanting to
see what all the excitement
was about with this new
so-called jazz music, curi
ous white audiences began
to flock to the Club. Cre
ating a tremendous draw, it
wasn’t very -long before
the Club and Small’s
Paradise eventually closed
their doors to black pa
trons: . However, all was
not lost, because the black
audience simply took their
business somewhere else,
to hear great musicians
such-as King Oliver and
Chick Webb at the famous
Savoy Ballroom or Sara
toga Club.

A stable at the Cotton
Club in Harlem, Duke
Ellington enjoyed jam
session "rent" parties
back in the early days
with the likes of Fats
Waller and Count
Basie.

Also, let it be noted
that during this, time in
NeW York, bl'aek bandlead
ers and their bands were in
the forefront pf .this excit
ing musical period for
jazz. Nevertheless, it was
the white bandleaders and
their bands that were get
ting the most- recording
deals, sessions and studio
work. Even though, jazz
greats Ellington and Hen
derson were riot left entire
ly put of the recording
deals, their-putput was not
even .close to their white
.counterparts, such as- Paul
, Whiteman. In fact, believe
it or not, Whiteman had'
become to be known as
‘The King of Jazz.’ Back
then, as we know today,
the tide of ‘King’ was an
inapplicable designation,
but credit''can be given to
Whiteman for including in
his band some of the best
white players Pf the day,
such as Bix Biederbeck
(cornet)
and' Frankie
Trumbauer (alto sax).
Jazz eventually be
came the music of the big
city or ‘Big Apple,’ as jazz
musicians refer to it today,
by rising out of its ‘rent
party’ environment in
Harlem arid moving south
by "Taking the ‘A’ Tram"
to midtoyvn Manhattan and
famous
52nd
Street.
Today, the city is the world
capital of America’s only
original art form,., the
music jazz, and the place
where it’s said... "If you
can make it here, you can
make it anywhere."
To Be Continued...
**** '
jazz fans - do you have
any feedback? I would like to
hear from YOU! Mail your
comments to Rick Gee’s Jazz
Jamm, c/o The Weekly.
Challenger, 2500 ML King
St., S., Si. Petersburg, FL
33705.

There Is A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger!

Noah Sheehy recites poem

Mr. Charles "Chadun" Duncan - Local Artist performs rendition of "I Believe I Can Fly" by R. Kelly

Cotillion
from front page

College;
Those also honored at
the June 12 ceremony
included: Dr. Rebecca W.
Steele; Director of the
Bethune-Cookman College
Concert Chorale, Doretha
Edgecomb; Hillsborough
County School Board Me
mber (District 5), Theodore
(Tedd) A. Scott, Sr.; former
Director of Budget, Dis
bursements and Account
ing Services of Hills
borough Community Col
lege and Henry Washing
ton; Principal of George S.
Middleton High School.
The Tampa CotillionDebutante Organization is
an organization designed to
help young ladies focus'
their attention towards'
Character Education (com
pleting High School and
attending college), SelfAwareness, Life Manage
ment Skills,'- arid maintain
ing a Positive Attitude.
The organization encour
ages and motivates stu
dents to 'acquire the value
and academic training that
will enable them to excel
academically arid socially.
The Junior Cotillion
was organized in. 1961
under the direction of Mrs.
Marie Sheehy and mem
bers of the La San Souci
Bridge Club including:
Mary Allen, Ruth Brown,
Emma Clarke, Evelyn Hill,
Betty Kinsey, Mary Lee,
Dorothy Nelson, Claudia
Lowry, Eva L. Pride and
Beatrice Stewart. The idea
was conceived to assume
civic responsibility. The

■

■
Miss Senior Cotillion 1st Runner Up Miss Darelle
Young and escort

main purpose was to set
goals youth might strive to
attain. Students were se
lected on the basis of Good
Scholarship, Virtuous Wo
manhood, and all the quali
ties society seeks for out
standing citizens.
The
members of the La San
Souci Bridge Club hosted
the last Junior Cotillion
Ball in 1986. The members
retired and unfortunately,
several members are now
deceased.
With the Blessings of
Marie Sheehy and the La
San Souci Bridge Club
Members Mrs. Cooper
made possible the First
Annual Cotillion-Debu
tante Award and Schol
arship Extravaganza on
June 11, 2004 at the
Doubletree Hotel Tampa'
WestshoreTwenty-one
outstanding young ladies
were "Presented! to So
ciety" before an audience
of four hundred.

STOP!
Don't lose another minute of sleep.1
I Buy Houses FA$T, Any Price, Any Condition

I pay cash and close in 3 days.
Call today and get cash in less than a week.
1-877-275-5060 ext. 2200 24 hour toll free line

if

you are paying more than 1.9% on your mortgage

get this FREE Report

on refinancing with an interest only loan.

and

You can take cash out
save hundreds of dollars.
1-877-275-5060 ext. 3200 24hoiir toil free line

www.florida-property-group.coru

Choir Attire
Baptismal. Robes
Pulpit Attire
Communion Linen
Cassocks for Men
and Women
• 24-Hour Quick
Ship (if size and
style available)
• Also Church
Supplies
•
•
•
•
•

Mistress of Ceremony - Mrs. Carolyn Plummer and
Mary (Telfair) Cooper, President (right)

Honorary Cotillion-Debutante Members:
Jorgie Franks, Teacher
Dr. Erica Jasper, Doctor of Pharmacy
Carla Thomas, Choreographer

During the 2004 event,
former . President
of'
Bethune-Cookman Col
lege, Dr. Oswald P. Bron
son, La San Souci Bridge
Club Members, Dr. Julia
Barnes, E.N. Cusseaux,
Doris Reddick arid Dorothy
Harmon, were honored for
their many contributions to
education and society as.a
whole.
Now, in 2005 under the
direction of Mary (Telfair)
Cooper (Cotillion 1963 and
graduate of Howard W.
Blake), the Tampa Coti
llion-Debutante
Organ
ization continues to set
obtainable goals for all
youth. After thirty-one
years of teaching, around
the world arid working with
youth of all ages Cooper
retired in 2003.
Mary Cooper plans to
continue the traditions Of
the Junior Cotillion and its

Pastor Ronald Ellis

founders who contributed
to the success and opportu
nities of many successful
individuals around the
world.
If you are interested in

Thinking about Selling?
Call for your FREE Market
■
Analysis
4301 34th St. so:,;
Suite 102, ■
(727) 867-3696,.
Outside Store
Front at
The Maxi Mall
Open 7 days a week

Cheryl Parker
PEAL.TOR*

Mk
Milts First, lnv.
8601 4th Street North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33?
Business (727) 577-5100
Fax (727) 577-3246

Cell (727) 798-5324
email: cheryt.parkerOcei .com

Each Ofttt* h Infepfade-Mh OwarO and

MBIBb
“Specializing In Result”

participating or making a
donation towards the Co
tillion Scholarship Fund,
please
contact:
Mary
(Telfair) Cooper, President,
Tampa Cotillion-Debutante
Organization, P.O. Box
4794, Tampa, Florida
33677-4794. She can also
be reached at (813) 3895196, or msmarycooper@yahoo.com.
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"Freedom

never been free, ... I
love my children and I

love my wife with all
my heart. And I would
die, die gladly, if that
would make a better
life for them."
Medgar

l

A:

Sfr"

ITMitt

NAM

Evers,

Mississippi civil rights

activist, (1925-1963).
On June 12, 1963, as he

was returning home,
Evers was killed by an

assassin’s bullet.

PUAIUPEIl
“None of us is
responsible for the

his

of

complexion

This / fact

skin.

of

nature offers no clue

to the character or
quality of the person
underneath."

N1 |QN

- Marian Anderson
contralto opera singer.
(1897-1902). The Phi
ladelphia-born Ander

son would serve as
inspiration for other

concert singers, such as
Kathleen Battle, Jessye
Norman and Leontyne
Price.

V

SOUTHTRUST CUSTOMERS, WELCOME TO WACHOVIA.

In CustomerH
Satisfaction I

Now that SouthTrust and Wachovia have joined together, even more people are now dedicated to
keeping our #1 ranking in customer satisfaction. To experience our commitment for yourself,

stop by your local financial center, call 800-WACHOVIA (922-4684) or visit wachovia.com.
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“There is no easy
walk to freedom any
where, and many of us

will

to

have

pass

through the valley of

the shadow of death

again

and

again

before we reach the

mountaintop of our
desires."

-

Nelson

Mandela,

(1918 - ), Nobel Prize
winner, South African
civil rights leader who

Wachovia
Uncommon Wisdom

would be imprisoned.
In 1990, he was freed
from a 1964 life impris
onment

sentence,

accused of threatening
to overthrow the gov
ernment with violence.

In

1991,

he

later

became president of the

African
©WOS Wathwa Capofition. Wachovia Bank. N A Member FOtC SouthTrust is a registeed ttademark of Wactiwia Corporation, Consumers rated us higher than our barskwg industry peers in the Amaican Customer Satisfaction Index an independent, national survey.

National

Congress, an organiza
tion he had once been

banned from.
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2005 Legislative Session

STATE NEWS

A Report to the People

By
State Senator Lesley "Les" Miller, Jr.

NSF Tells FAMU: Good Work, We Won't
Stop Grants
by Jackie Hallifax
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(AP) - Florida A&M Univ
ersity, which has struggled
with financial problems,
has convinced the National
Science Foundation that it
will properly manage mil
lions of dollars in grants,
Interim President Castell
Bryant said on July 1.
The decision means
that the flow of funds,
which was stopped 14
months ago, should resume
[this] week, Bryant said.
The school - Florida's
only public historically
black university - has 14
grants from the National
Science Foundation total
ing about $11 million.
The news came just
one day after a meeting of
the Board of Trustees
which included elimination
of four sports programs and
details of a payroll audit,
which showed 41 universi
ty employees had been
fired because of irregulari
ties.
Last Friday, Bryant
was flanked by university
administrators and resear
chers as she told reporters
she was “absolutely de
lighted* to’have good news

"We are now in an
excellent position with
the National Science
Foundation and (with)
the kind of plan that's in
place, if followed, we
will never have this
problem again," said
FAMU president Castell
Bryant.
to report after the founda
tion's four-day visit to the
university.
In a letter to Bryant,
the National Science Foun
dation cited "excellent
work accomplished over
the last two months by the
FAMU
administration
demonstrating
FAMU's
commitment to accounta
bility."
Brian Mannion, a
grants and agreements offi
cer with the National
Science Foundation, said
the university has ad
dressed critical issues.
“Based on our assess

ment, NSF has determined
that it is not suspending
NSF awards to FAMU,"
Mannion wrote in a June
30 letter to Bryant.
Earlier last week,
Florida A&M reached a
$1.5 million settlement
with the National Science
Foundation to end a threeyear federal investigation
of how it spent a grant to
train minority college stu
dents in math, science,
engineering and technolo
gyOn June 30, the univer
sity's Board of Trustees
approved a budget that eli
minated men's golf and ten
nis and women's and men's
swimming and diving. The
board also discussed the
results of a payroll audit,
which outlined the distribu
tion of some 4,300 paychecks or vouchers.
More than half of the
41 fired employees worked
at the Institute on Urban
Policy and Commerce,
which had its headquarters
at Florida A&M. The insti
tute, which the Legislature
created in 2000, trained
minority small-business
owners and helped poor
people gain access to the
Internet.

Democratic Leader

Bryant
suspended
work at the institute in
April and fired the staff in
May. At last Thursday's
board
meeting,
Janie
Greenleaf, assistant vice
president for human re
sources, told the trustees
that there were a variety of
situations in the 41 termi
nations but that they all
related to payroll irregular
ities, such as people being
paid for time they didn't
work.
At Friday's press con
ference, Bryant readily ac
knowledged that the uni
versity's reputation has
been damaged by its finan
cial problems in the last
couple of years.z
But she also said she
thought the "knowledge,
expertise and the attitude"
of the university adminis
trators and researchers
impressed the team from
the
National
Science
Foundation..
“We are now in ah
excellent position with the
National Science Founda
tion and (with) the kind of
plan that's in place, if fol
lowed, we will never have
this problem again," she
said.

Documents Provide New Details In Alleged
Tate Robbery Case
by Curt Anderson
Associated Press Writer
FORT
LAUDER
DALE, Fla. (AP) - The
pizza delivery man alleged
ly robbed by admitted
child-killer Lionel Tate said
he most remembers his
masked assailant's eyes
because they left the
impression that the stickup
"was a game," according
to investigative documents
released on July 1.
The robbery victim,
44-year-old Walter E. Gal
lardo, has positively identi
fied Tate as the man who
robbed him of four Domi
no's Pizza pies at gunpoint
on May 23 at an apartment.
In a statement given that
day to police, Gallardo was
asked what he remembered
most.
Speaking in Spanish
through a translator, Gal
lardo replied, "His eyes.
The expression that the guy
was making with his eyes.
This was a game - like
almost a smile."
Tate, 18, has pleaded
not guilty to charges that he
robbed Gallardo after using
a young friend's phone to
order the pizzas. At a hear
ing set for Aug. 8, he faces
a potential life sentence
because he Was on proba
tion as part of a plea agree
ment in the 1999 killing of
a 6-year-old family friend,
Tiffany Euniek.
Tate, who was 12 at the
time of the killing, was the
youngest person sentenced
to life in prison in modem
U.S. history after his initial
conviction in the case,
which was overturned on
appeal. Tate's original de
fense was that he acciden
tally killed Tiffany while
imitating TV wrestling
moves.

5

Lionel Tate, 18, of Pembroke Park, Fla., is seen in
this booking photo supplied by the Broward Sheriff
office on May 23, ,2005, after Tate was arrested on
charges of pulling a gun bn a pizza delivery person.
AP Photo/Broward Sheriffs Office, File

In
his
statement,
Gallardo said there was no
answer on the .apartment
door when he initially
brought the $33 order of
pizzas. Then he heard'
voice say “hey" and then he
went back, thinking the
customer “maybe was in'
the shower." The door was
slightly open, so he went
in.
Behind the door, Gal
lardo said, was a black man
wearing a black bandanna
or handkerchief covering
part of his face with "an
old handgun" pointed at
him. He dropped the pizzas
and fled, tumbling down
the stairs and losing his
glasses and cell phone.
A 13-year-old boy who
lived in the apartment told
police that Tate used his
phone to order the pizzas,
then returned with a gun

a

and committed the robbery.
The boy, Taquincy Tom
kins, said he witnessed Tate
pull a gun from his waist
band and point it at
Gallardo:
“Lionel tried to phase
him, but he got away," the
boy. said.
In a second , statement
given to investigators
working for Tate's lawyer,
the boy recanted what he
told police and identified
the robber as someone else.
Gallardo, who said he
was formerly a police offi
cer in Peru, identified the
weapon used as a .38-cal
iber revolver that appeared
to be an older model
because it had -a bronze
tinge to it, according to the
new documents.
One of three handguns
Stolen earlier in May from
the home Tate shares with

his mother, a Florida state
trooper, was either a .38caliber or ,357-caliber re
volver, police said. One of
the weapons has been
recovered but police re
fused . to say which one,
where 'it was found or if it
was believed used in the
pizza robbery.
Tate's mother, Kathleen
Grossett-Tate, said in a
sworn statement given June
6 that two of her weapons
were stored in a locked
metal box in her bedroom
closet, but the revolver was
kept in a brown paper bag
in the closet. Grossett-Tate
said she had borrowed the
revolver from a friend
about two years ago and
that it could have been a
.38-caliber.
Grossett-Tate said she
was gone between May 12
and May 22 - the day
before the pizza robbery in Jamaica for training with
the Army reserves. She also
•said that she had never left
Lionel alone at home with
the guns in the house for
such a long period.
“He knows he's- not
supposed to go in my room
or touch my guns," Gros
sett-Tate told prosecutors.
Yet Grossett-Tate said that
earlier this year her ,40-caliber semiautomatic hand
gun went missing. It was
later found at a friend
Lionel's, but Grossett-Tate
said she never reported the
theft to police because she
wasn't sure if Lionel or the
friend had'taken it.
“We are just trying to
find out what happened,"
prosecutor Chuck Morton
tells her.
“I am trying to find out
too," Grossett-Tate replies.
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Dear Friends:
I am grateful for the opportunity to have represented you during the 2005 Legislative
Session. On your behalf, I raised many questions and participated in many debates while

serving as the Senate Democratic Leader, Vice Chair of the Ways and Means Committee
and as a Budget Conferee Member.
This 2005 Legislative Session, filled with tears, emotions and tons of debatable issues, saw
the leadership team on both sides of the aisles work closely together. In mentioning a few

of my accomplishments during the session, I joined ranks with other lawmakers in both

chambers to pass legislation toughening the tracking and sentencing of sexual offenders,
drafted solutions to Florida’s hurricane problems, sought better pay for Florida’s teachers,
worked to see public schools Throughout the State gain increases in the education budget,

co-sponsored legislation that supported our troops, worked to revise and improve the Kid
Care guidelines, secured funding for local water projects and filed amendments that

required large corporations to pick up their fair share of the cost health care.

Again, thank you for allowing me the privilege of being your voice in Tallahassee. My
staff and I are committed to helping you in every way we can. I look forward to hearing

from you.

Sincerely,

Lesley "Les" Miller, Jr.

The Legislature Sends Democratic Leader Lesley Miller’s Bill
To The Governor to Become Law
CS/SB 1082, H. Lee Moffitt/Public Records legislation sponsored by
Democratic Leader Miller and Florida State Representative Kevin Ambler
(House Companion Bill HB 449), revises the definition of "trade secrets" for
the purpose of the public records exemption for proprietary confidential busi

ness information owned or controlled by the not-for-profit corporation operating
the H. Lee-Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute and its subsidiaries.'
Miller extends a personal thanks to Senators Atwater, Crist, Wilson and
Representatives Culp and Galvano for co-sponsoririg this legislation.

Senate Democratic Leader Lesley "Les" Miller Calls on Parents to Help
Stop the Viewing of "Violent Adult Video Games" among Children under
the Age of 18
Adult Video Games are rapidly becoming the number one past time for
American children. As a parent, grandparent and lawmaker, I am very con
cerned about the affects that adult video games have on our children under the
age of 18. After battling with special interest groups for two-consecutive leg
islative sessions, I feel that it is time to call on the parents with children under'
the age of 18. Most often, parents aren’t involved when it comes to checking

theratings of video games before allowing their purchases. SB 1148, the Adult
Video Games legislation, if passed, would have prohibited the sale, resale or
rental of adult video games containing images of excessive violence to persons
under 18.

Key Legislation Filed

SB 748, Private Fire Hydrant legislation would have required all fire hydrants
be tested, inspected,, and maintained in accordance with National Fire Protection
Standards 24 & 25. Two years in a row, apartment fires in my district have
caused over $400,000 in property damage. That damage would have been less
severe if the fire hydrants on that property were properly functioning. The fire
hydrants on the property had rusted caps and low water pressure deeming them
useless for putting out fires. Florida State Representative Jennifer Carroll
worked diligently with Miller by sponsoring the House companion bill H267.
SB 1498, Lead Poisoning Prevention Screening and Education Act
Excessive absorption of lead has been termed by the Federal Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention as one of the most common pediatric health
problems in the U. S. today. While establishing the Lead Poisoning Prevention
Screening and Education Act, SB 1498 would have expanded the Department of
Health’s education responsibilities for prevention and identification of lead poi
soning. Florida State Representative Arthenia Joyner, sponsored the House
companion bill H495.
Remaining Legislation Filed or Co-Sponsoreri

S 1216
S 2130
S 1076
S 0610
S 1460
S 1512
S 2528
S 0132
S0230
S 0284
S 1060
S 0094
S 1562
S 2766

Jessica Lunsford Act
Cigarette Tax ZH. Lee Moffitt
High School Grad/FCAT
Vehicle/National Guard
Motor Vehicle Registration
Drug Abuse Prevent./Libraries
Refund for Hiring Inner-city
Electioris/Former Felons' Vote
HIV/AIDS Prevention
Consumer Protection
Nursing Shortage
Equal Rights for Men & Women
Marshall, Phyllis
Univ. of South Florida Day

S-1324
S 2170
5-0164
§ 0642
SJ724
SJ922
§ 1726
S_0198
S- 0318
S_0514
|_QI30
SJT56
S-2736
—960

Florida Kid Care Program
Prostate Gancer/Insur.
Parks & Recreational Facilities
Mobility-impaired Ped./Dogs
Discount Computers/Students
Pub. Rec./Meetings Exempt.
Soc. Status of Black Men
Job Opportunities for Youths
Cystic Fibrosis Treatm§nt/Ins
Civil Rights Restoration/Prisoner
Felons' Vote/Congress/Term Limits
Minority Cancer Awareness
Pope John Paul II
Tampa Bay Lightning/Stanley

♦

NATIONAL NEWS
OUR LEGACY:
Honoring Bessie Coleman
WASHINGTON, DC
(PRWEB) - The women of
the Bessie Coleman Foun

Coleman Foundation re

NEA president urges beginning salary of $40,000

news its commitment to

LOS
ANGELES,
California (AP) - The head
of the country's largest edu
cation union has pledged to
renew his fight to get high
er pay for starting teachers,
veteran instructors and
classroom aides - policies
likely to require hundreds
of millions of dollars.
National
Education
Association president Reg
Weaver, speaking to re
porters at the union's annu
al meeting, said Sunday his
officers will work with
their state and local chap
ters to lobby state leaders
and school boards.
- "The issue is where the
money is going to come
from," Weaver said. "And
to respond to that, my
answer is I don't care. I
don't care where the money
comes from. Because when

keep airborne the vision of

dation [BCF] commenced a

the woman for whom they

trip to France to honor the

are named.

legacy of Bessie' Coleman

Joining the founda

and to thank the Caudron

Brothers for
Bessie to fly.

Raise Teacher Starting Pay,
Chief Says

tion’s efforts were several

teaching

supporting sponsors - The
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Incorporated,
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international organization

Bessie earned her license,

of

only 6% of licensed pilots

descent, The Coca-Cola
Company, Lockheed Mar

were female. Today, the

women

of African
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tin, Air Tran Airways and
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Federal Express. Embry-
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fact that of the 100,000
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plus Americans with com
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Bessie Coleman died

mercial

icenses,

African American females.
Bessie Coleman re

Bessie Coleman

after falling out of an open

Americans to fly.

edgment of their sincere

cockpit door during a test

gratitude and deep appreci

flight in which her mechan

June llj. 1921, from the

On June 15, [the same
day that Bessie Coleman

ation for the French flight

ic was flying. But, prior to

Federation Aeronautique

received her license] the

school taking the historic

her death, Coleman made

International after complet

members of the Bessie

step of teaching Bessie

clear that she wanted it to

ing hej course of study at

Coleman Foundation stood

Coleman how to fly.

be easy for others African

the Ecole d’Aviation des

with the Chicago Defender

Americans to learn how to

FreresCaudron at Le Cro-

to commemorate Bessie

Congruent with their
goals to both help people

toy inthe Somme. She was

Bessie Coleman Founda
tion.

ceived tor license to fly on

Coleman’s historic journey

gain access to available

to France. The next day,

international Aviation Li

June 16, members, support

resources for advancement
in the field of aviation as

cense and the world’s first
licenced black aviator -

ers and friends of the

well as honor and celebrate

For further informa
tion, please visit the Bessie

Bessie Coleman Founda

the achievements of Afri

Coleman Foundation,web

takiig on this challenge
before the famed Tuskegee

tion flew to Paris to com

can Americans in the field

bine the celebration of the

Airnen. Bessie’s dream

Foundation's 10th anniver
sary with a public acknowl

of aviation, and amidst the
declining number of Black
Female pilots, the Bessie

site at www.bessiecolemanfoundation.org.

was to

teach

African

this country thinks and
decides that something is
important, they find the
money."
Not a single state pays
its new instructors an aver
age of $40,000, with the
U.S. average hovering
close to $30,000 for begin
ning teachers, according to
the American Federation of
Teachers, another teachers
union.
Weaver, poised to be-

Overall, teachers were
paid an average of $46,752
last year, a slight raise that
did not keep pace with
inflation, the NEA says.
Pay is usually based on
teacher seniority and edu
cation.
The pay proposal is
part of a broader NEA pri
ority list to close the
achievement gap between
white and minority chil
dren and reach out to
minority communities.
The NEA push comes
as it is at odds with the
Bush administration. The
union has sued the federal
government over Bush's
No Child Left Behind law,
arguing that it puts unfair
financial burdens on states
and districts;

Coretta Scott King Cancels
Appearances; 'Health Issues' Cited

fly. This is the legacy of the

the first woman to earn an

Reg Weaver, president of
the National Education
Association

gin his second three-year
term as the union's presi
dent, said the typical start
ing- salary for teachers
should be $40,000. He not
ed that higher pay for vet-,
eran teachers and class
room aides also will be a
political priority for the
union.
Teacher pay has long
been a point of contention
within education.
Salaries are often seen,
as an important reason why
schools struggle to hire and
keep teachers, which is par
ticularly true for young
instructors, men and mi
norities, Weaver said. But
an increasing number of
states and districts want to
make classroom perform
ance or • student scores a
bigger factor in teacher
pay.

Is Coretta Scott King’s
health failing?

ATLANTA (AP) Coretta Scott King, the
widow of Martin Luther
King Jr., has canceled sev
eral public appearances
recently, raising concerns
about her health.
The United Church of
Christ announced last Fri
day that the civil rights
matriarch would not be
addressing the annual
meeting of denomination's

General Synod on Saturday
as previously scheduled.
The church cited “health
issues" for the cancellation.
The King Center declined
to comment about King's
health, but she was briefly
hospitalized in April for a
heart condition.
At a tribute to the King
family at the Georgia State
Capitol on June 28, King's
son, Martin Luther King

III, said his mother is
“doing well" and is only
abiding by her doctor's
orders to limit her activi
ties.
Coretta Scott King
missed that tribute and
another at the end of June
at the Georgia Association
of Black Elected Officials'
annual convention.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Live 8 Stakes Claim As Best Concert Ever
by Jill Lawless
Associated Press Writer
LONDON - Twenty
years after a scruffy one-hit.
wonder first demonstrated
his gift for lofty dreams and
giandiose statements, hun
dreds of the world's top per
formers and more than 1
million fans united for 10
fifee concerts across the
globe aimed at fighting
African poverty.
Bob Geldof claimed
Saturday's shows would be
"(he greatest concert ever,"
and it was hard to argue with
h|im after the unprecedented
gathering drew everyone
from Snoop Dogg to Bill
Gates, Mandela to Madonna.
But the ultimate success of
the Live 8 extravaganza will
be judged by whether the
world's most powerful lead
ers, gathering this week for
the Group of Eight summit
meeting, listen to Geldof’s
demands for debt forgive
ness, trade concessions and
$25 billion in aid for Africa.
"History and the genera

tions to come will judge our
leaders by the decisions they
make in the coming weeks,"
former South African presi
dent Nelson Mandela said
after taking the stage in
Johannesburg, where the
crowd of more than 8,000
people gave him a fiveminute ovation. "I say to all
those leaders: Do not look
the other way, do not hesitate
... It is within your power to
prevent a genocide."
"This is our moment.
This is our time. This is our
chance to stand up for what's
right," U2 frontman Bono
told a crowd of 200,000 in
London's Hyde Park..
"We're not looking for
charity, we're looking for
justice," Bono said. "We
cannot fix every problem,
but the ones we can, we
must."
In Philadelphia, on the
independence Day weekend,
actor Will Smith called the
festivities a worldwide "dec
laration of interdependence."
"Today we hold this truth to

be self-evident: We are all in
this together," Smith said.
Beamed around the world by
satellite, he led the audience
in snapping their fingers
every three seconds, signify
ing the child death rate in
Africa.
Neil Young performed
rousing renditions of "Keep
on Rockin' In The Free
world" and "O Canada"
before 35,000 roaring fans at
Canada's event in Barrie,
Ontario.
Paul McCartney and U2
opened the flagship show of
the free lO-concert festival
with a rousing performance
of "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band." A thun
derous roar erupted from the
crowd of about 200,000 as
icons McCartney and Bono
belted out the first line: "It
was 20 years ago today..." - a
nod to Geldofs mammoth
Live Aid benefit that raised
millions for African famine
relief in 1985.
Bono, dressed in black
and wearing his trademark

when we do it will be the
best thing that humanity has
ever done," Gates said.
The crowd joined in as
REM sang- "Man on the
Moon," then heard U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi An
nan declare: "This is really
the United Nations ... The
whole world has come
together in solidarity with
the poor."
Geldofs claim that 3 bil
lion people around the world
were watching Saturday
seemed overblown, as did
talk in Philadelphia that a
million people were on hand.
But
Live 8 was huge none
Angelique Kidjo, from
theless,
with a mile-long
Benin, performing at
crowd stretching from the
the Live 8 Africa
front steps of the Philadel
Calling concert,
phia Museum of Art and
Saturday, July 2 in
America Online saying that
Cornwall, England.
more than 5 million people
From Johannesburg to
sampled its live video
Philadelphia, from
streams, which broadcast all
10 concerts in their entirety.
Berlin to Tokyo, musi
The first concert kicked off
cians and fans gathered
in Japan, where Bjork and
for a global music
Good Charlotte joined local
marathon to raise
bands for a show that failed
awareness of African
to generate much interest in
poverty and pressure
Asia's only G-8 nation.
the world's most power
Despite Bjork making her
ful leaders to do some
first live performance in two
thing about it at the
years, the crowd of 10,000
Group of Eight summit
people was only half of what
in Scotland this week.
the hall in the Tokyo suburb
AP Photo / Ian West/PA
of Makuhari could hold.
Still, "we believe pas
wraparound
shades, sionately in what this is
wrapped the crowd around about," Bjork said. "Just the
his finger, enticing tens of acknowledgment of the
thousands to sing along to problem is an important
the anthemic "One" and step."
"Beautiful Day." The crowd
Live 8 then rolled on to
cheered when a flock of Johannesburg. That show,
white doves was released plus one featuring African
overhead.
artists in southwestern Eng
Geldof appeared on land, were organized follow
stage to introduce Microsoft ing criticism that African
billionaire and philanthropist artists had been left out of an
Gates, whom the crowd event aimed at their own
greeted with a rock star's continent.
roar.
"Africans are involved
"We can do this, and" in helping Africa, which

Singer Stevie Wonder performs with his back-up
singers during the Live 8 concert in Philadelphia,
Saturday, July 2.
AP Photo/Carolyn Raster

Musicians Bob Geldof, left, and Paul Me Cartney,
right, and Mariah Carey, foreground, wave to the
crowds at the finale of the Live 8 concert in Hyde
Park, London.
AP Photo/Lefteris Pitarakis

doesn't happen too often,"
Cameroonian singer Coco
Mbassi said before the
England show. "We're pre
senting a different image of
Africa."
Near Paris, an eclectic
lineup including Italian tenor
Andrea Bocelli and Gothrockers The Cure played to a
crowd of 100,000 at the
l7th-century Palace of Ver
sailles. Faith Hill and Duran
Duran joined Italian stars in
Rome for a concert at the

ancient Circus Maximus,
which was packed with
about 200,000 fans.
German crowd-pleasers Die
Toten Hosen kicked off
Berlin's, show - which
attracted about 150,000 peo
ple - with a string of power
anthems while reminding
revelers that helping Africa
stood above the music.
"This is no rock concert,
it's a reminder about [this]
Wednesday," singer Campino told the crowds, refer

ring to the G-8 meeting.
Canadian favorite Tom
Cochrane started that coun
try's concert with "Life is a
Highway" before 35,000
roaring fans on a crisp sunny
morning in Barrie, Ontario.
And in Moscow, where 20
years ago residents heard lit
tle or nothing about Live Aid
because of tight Soviet infor
mation controls, tens of
thousands jammed a square
in the shadows of the Krem
lin.
In London, Madonna
performed "Like a Prayer"
hand-in-hand with Birham
Woldu, an Ethiopian woman
who as a malnourished tod
dler appeared in some of the
most wrenching footage of
the 1984-85 famine. Her life
was saved, Geldof said, part
ly through donations from
Live Aid viewers.
As night fell, Sting per
formed "Every Breath You
Take" as a message to the G8 leaders - "We'll be watch
ing you," he sang. The Who
belted out their classic "Who
Are You?" to a backdrop of
images of the G8 chiefs.
And the crowd went
wild for the reunion of '70s
supergroup Pink Floyd - the
first time guitarist David
Gilmour, drummer Nick
Mason, keyboard player
Richard Wright and bassist
Roger Waters appeared on
stage together since 1981.
London
concertgoer
Tula Contostavlos, 19, said
she was there to see Mariah
Carey - and to send a politi
cal message.
"Obviously some people
are here for just music," she
said, "but they're forgetting
what's important and what
they're here for."
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OBITUARIES
Obituaries of residents, former residents and seasonal visitors are published without charge. They may include the person’s age and surviving close
relatives. This information is obtained from the funeral home. Photographs to accompany obituaries are welcome.
For information, call (727) 896-2922 before 1 p.m. Monday & Tuesday. Email all information to; wceditor@tampabay.rr,com.
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Four Tops Member ‘Obie’
Benson Dies

Fans Worldwide Continue To Mourn
The Loss Of Luther Vandross

The Motown group member, a Hall of Fame inductee,
was 69
,
.

I

deep, lush voice on such

Too Muca." The album,

"Obie" Benson, a member
of the legendary Motown

hits as "Here and Now" and

which contained his aching

"Any Love" sold more than

rendition cf "A House is

singing group the Four

25 million albums while

Not a Hone," became an

Tops, died Friday. He was
69.

providing

backdrop for millions of

instant classc.
Over the years, Van

Benson died at a De
troit hospital, said the

couples worldwide, died

dross would emerge as the

last Friday, July 1. He was

leading romanic singer of

group’s road manager, Fred

54.

his generation racking up

cers Inc., one of the agen

2005. Survivors include

cies that books dates for the
Four Tops.

"It was not unexpected.

daughter,

He has been ill," Hankenson said.

Edna Pearl Green; one

The Four Tops sold

Kelly;

one

50

million

sister, Agnes Mills; 12

more

grandchildren; 28 great

records and recorded hit
songs such as "Baby I Need

four

grandchildren;

great grandchildren; and

several nieces, nephews
relatives.

other

and

Smith Funeral Home,

St. Petersburg.

than

Your Loving," "Reach Out

Hadley

and

Tonya

Mathis;

two

sisters,

Margaret Hall and Lora
Dell James; four grand

children;

one

great

grandchild; and several
nieces, nephews, and a

devoted

companion,

Cora James. Zion Hill

Mortuary,

St.

Petersburg.

1

Burial Spaces

Pre-Need Interest-free
program
available
11801 - U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

727*572-4555

Cavanaugh. He did not

release the cause of death.
Since suffering a stroke

David Bookstaver/AP

in his Manhattan home on

Fakir. The fourth original

The Four Tops began

Payton,

died of liver cancer in

singing together in the
1950s under the name the

April 16, 2003, the R&B
crooner stopped making

1997. They are members of

Four Aims and signed a

the Rock and Roll Hall of

Top,

Lawrence

debuted at No. 1 on the

thing rather than to. blatant

took Vandross until 1990 to

Billboard charts while Van-

score his first top 10 hit -

names to the Four Tops,

Grammys as a sentimental

dross remained hospital

ly state it," he said. "You
blatantly state stuff some

the wedding staple 'Here &

ized from his stroke. It was
the first time a Vandross

times when you can't think

Now."
Another frustration for.

album

the other acts in Berry

delivered

Gordy’s Motown lineup.

'Prof Bing* Of Florida A&M's
Famed Marching 1OO Band
Dead At 67
available to talk to students

A&M

During 42 years at his

University associate band

torically black university

director Charles S. Bing,

FAMU, Bing directed not
“He was just a really,
only the famous marching • really smart person," said
band, but the symphony, Antonio C. Drayton, this

members of the famed
Marching 100,* has died

the ROTC band and the
pep band.

He played the trom

about subjects other than

band.

year's band president' and
head drum major. “He had
a wealth of knowledge.”

stroke. He was 67.
Bing, who died on June

bone - and one of the signa

26, suffered a stroke in

tures of the Marching 100

White said Bing's
death leaves a big hole in

March, said the Marching

performances he led was to

the program.

100's

Vandross was his lfelong

charts in its first week of

seemed predestined for the

battle with obesity. Tealth

releasq.

New York native; both his

problems ran in his family,

parents were singers, and

and Vandross struggled for

thank you.
"Remember, when I
say goodbye it's never for
long," said a weak-looking
.Vandross. "Because" — he

In 2005, he was nomi
nated for a Soul Train
Music Award for a duet
with Beyonce on "The
Closer I Get To You."
Vandross' sound was so

his sister, Patricia, was part
of a 1950s group called the
Crests. ‘
But he happily toiled in
the musical background for

years to control his vaistline. When he first became
a star, he was a hefty size; a
few years later, he was
almost skinny. His weight

broke into his familiar hit

unusual few tried to copy

years before he would have

fluctuated so much that

"I believe in the power of

it; even fewer could.
"I'm proud of that - it's

his first hit. He wrote songs
for projects as varied as a

rumors swirled that he had
more serious health prob

Vandross also battled

one of the things that I'm

David

Bowie

lems than the hypertension

weight problems for years

most proud of," he told The

("Fascination")

while suffering from dia

Associated Press in a 2001

Broadway musical "The

betes and hypertension.

interview. "I was never

Wiz" ("Everybody Rejoice

Vandross' two sisters

compared to anyone in

(Brand New Day)"), sang

and a brother died before

terms of sound."
Vandross' style, har

backup for acts such as

hint. The lifelong bachelor

Donna Summer and Barbra

never had any children, but

kened back to a more gen
teel era of crooning. While

Streisand,

even

doted on his nieces and

became a leading commer

nephews. The entertainer

many of his contempo

cial jingle singer.

said his busy lifestyle made

Vandross, who was still
a, videotaped

love."

He was arguably the
most celebrated R&B balladeer of his generation. He.

made women swoon with

his silky yet forceful tenor,'

topped the

came as the lead vocalist

it wasn't what he wanted.:

ly charged and explicit,

for the group Change, with
their 1980 hit, "The Glow

Funeral Services were
to be held at Frank E.

of Love." That led to a

Campbell Funeral Chapel

recording contract with

in New York on July 6 and

crescendos.
Vandross was a four

Florida

would then appear to be

the field of music," White

time Grammy winner in the

Vandross preferred soft pil
low talk and songs that

best male R&B perform

spoke to heartfelt emo

ship and earned a degree in

played.
Students remembered

said.
Bing is survived by his

ance category, taking home

music education in 1960.

him for hi's attention to

wife Betty and two chil

the trophy in 1990 for the

He later earned a master's

detail and perfectionism,

dren, Harmon and Melody.

single "Here and Now," in

degree from Indiana Uni

but also for making himself

reaching

marriage difficult; besides,

7 with public viewings.

»»

It’s all taken care of”

1991 for his album "Power'
of Love," in 1*996 for the

■These were the words that

track "Your Secret Love"

brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care

Now Open in St. Pete
Serenity Memorial
Funeral Home, Inc.

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME

Elder L.

Serenity South
3301 - 5th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: (727) 322-1670
Fax: (72?) 322-1680

Lavelle

Thomas,
Sr.

Founder/

Executive
Director

Available
24 Hours

Serenity. North
823 N.E. 5th St. (Hwy. 44)
P.O. Box 1334-34423
Crystal River, FL
Phone: (352) 564-1408
Fax: (352) 564-1401
“The Community's-Lighthouse
in the Time ofDistress ”

at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
Pastor
Daniel B.

Savage III

arrangements. What a
savings — What .a peace of

mind.

Executive
Vice

President

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be,a financial burd
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss

Toll Free
North
1-866-890-1400
South
.1-866-309-8297

We are offering

h—.;

expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
the funeral paid for - it was

Are You a Veteran? Then, This is For You!

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

of her funeral and burial

found out that not only was

“One. Funeral Home,
in Two Locations

‘Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728

large frame.

out tunes that were sexual

hassee have lost a giant in

1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

and diabetes caused by his

beautiful

the field. The instrument

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans

and

the

his

shape of the trombone on

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

and

Vandross' first big hit

director,

Take Your Burdens to the
Lord and Leave Them
There!

album

raries and successors belted

Julian White.
Bing, an Orlando na
attended

A career in

which he often revved up
like a motor engine before

“Florida A&M, the
band program and Talla

tive,

of a poetic way to say it."

music

had

have the band form the

current

the black comminity, he

tions.

deal with Chess Records.
They later changed their

in a wheelchair at the time,

who tutored generations of

was a household name in

stream pop star. Iideed, it

hits over the next decade,
making music history with

Florida

Let Me Wait."
Yet, while Vandross

much rather imply some

"He enjoyed every moment

-

Reason" and "love Won't

single of the same name,

"Dance With My Father."

(AP)

"Superstar," "Give Me The

amazingly managed to con
tinue his recording career.
In 2004, he captured four

and .produced a string of

versity.

such as

ure to become i main

editions that Fakir said:

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.

hits

and metaphor, and I would

public appearances - but

Motown Records in 1963

on everyone’s face, includ
ing my own."

and a last time for "Dance

R&B

was frustrated by ,his fail

for a story in Saturday’s

Stubbs and Abdul "Duke"

AP Photo/File

al

"I'm more into poetry

Love." ,
Benson’s death leaves

of his life, and put a smile

R&B singer and Grammy winner Luther
Vandross poses in this file photo with his awards
at the 1992 Grammy Awards show. Vandross’
deep, lushvoice on such hits as 'Here and Now'
and 'Any Love' ;sold more than 25 million albums,
while providing the romantic backdrop for mil
lions of couples worldwide.

With My Father."
The album, with its

favorite, including best
song for the bittersweet

A&M on a music scholar

$890

hospital spokesman Rob

The Four Tops at a New York recording session in
March 1986. Renaldo "Obie" Benson is seated,
center. Standing from left to right are, Lawrence
Payton, Levi Stubbs and Abdul "Duke" Fakir.
Benson is survived by Stubbs and Fakir.

The group signed with

from complications from a

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY

in Edison, New Jersey, said

told the Detroit Free Press

JR., 81, died June 29,

another and chirting sever

F. Kennedy Medical Center

Help Myself" and "Stand
ing in the Shadows of

the original group: Levi

one platinum album after

Vandross died at John

Fame.
A spokesman for Fakir

JAMES, SHELLEY,

two daughters, Gloria

romantic

the

(I’ll be There)," "I Can’t

two surviving members of

2005. Survivors include

he made ais solo recording

award

debut with the disc "Never

SR., 80, died June 25,

Jr. and Elgin Tyrone

winner

Grammy

Luther Vandross, whose

BOISE,

two softs, Boise Green,

Epic Records, and in 1981,

DETROIT - Renaldo

Bridges. His death also was
confirmed by Craig Hankenson, president of Produ

GREEN,

NEW YORK (AP) -

how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home

FREE CASKETS

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

for Veterans, their Spouses-and
Immediate Family Members

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

_ __ __ __ _

_____j

This is not an offer of the Veteran's Administration.
This offer is good at Serenity Memorial Funeral Home, Inc

(727) 895-6005
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
"The Lord is my shepherd,
I shall not want." Psalm

vices begin at 7:30 a.m.
Start your day with us as

at the station.

you to get on board for a

lift, join us for an hour
packed with power. Your

23:1 "

we lift high the name of
Jesus.

train ride filled with fun

Zion

Mt.

A.M.E.

Church located at 919 -

We invite

As church family com

denced by attendance at

loyalty

not-so-

planned, purchased, and

heart will be encouraged

mences its countdown to

mid-morning worship, and

provided food and drink for

and fellowship. This train

and your spirit revived and

break ground, Paul’s words

members feasting- arid fel

strong. This makes it possi
ble for church family to

depicts- many of us in our
daily walk of life .represen
tative of our interaction

renewed!

to the Roman Christians

lowshipping

God’s

collectively be of one mind

A memorial service for
Johnny Ellison, brother- of

20th St. S., St. Petersburg,

Church School will
follow at 9:30 am. Come

under the leadership of the

grow and glow as we study

Rev. Clarence Williams, its
official staff and the entire
church family extend to the

and share the Word togeth
er.

At 11 a.m. we’ll partic

and laughter from begin

Lay

community at large an invi

ning to end. You don’t want

Meeting,

tation to join us in worship.

ipate in contemporary wor
ship. Join us for a fresh

to miss Sister Taint So,

Women’s

We prayer that God’s rich

anointing of God’s spirit,

Sister Liar, Sister Goody

Meeting, 2 p.m.

es blessings be bestowed

loving body of believers

and another chance to give
God praise; The Male
Chorus will minister in

seeking to share the good

song throughout the day.

news of Christ'. Join us in

Pastor

among you. Mt. Zion is a

One Mind, One Month Is Focus At
Philadelphia

• Thursday - Men’s

will be its primary focus.

seven acres of land in the

"... with one mind and one

afternoon. Unity of strong

with each other. We prom

Upcoming events:

mouth glorify the God and

and weak among God’s

tions are conveyed to mem

ise you’ll enjoy the humor

• July 9 - West Coast

Father of our Lord Jesus

radical remnant was over

bers and friends who par

be held 3 p.m. Saturday at

ticipated in Sunday’s his

Creal’s Funeral Chapel. A
repast will follow at the

Good or Sister Muck de
Muck or Sister Living

•

Organization

July

Christian

a.m.;

10

Ministry

17-21

-

Education

Christ.”
The oneness of mind
and mouth was manifested

whelmingly, spiritually dis
cernible.- The. servanthood
leadership of the strong

torical event held on God’s
seven acres. Blessed acco

this past Sunday as evi-

contributes immensely to

lades

21 st century - for these are

We also have a lot of

Friendship

edge him and let go arid let

evil times that we are io,

Missionary Baptist Church,

GOD!!!
There are plenty of

and God commands that

things happening in the
month of July, including

we do HIS WILL, HIS

Vacation

seats at both the 7:45 am

WAY ONLY!!!
NO GIMS Training

from July 18-22. Come out
and invite someone else's

during the summer and no

child to learn what God
wants the children to do for

we give

prfeach the Word of God

want to fill the house. Call

Looking for a church

Inc., prayerfully invite you

thanks for God’s many

the church at (727) 894-

home? We extend an invi

benefits and praise God for

with power. Come and hear
a Word from the Lord, Join

1393 for ticket informa

tation to you to join us. We

to worship with us at 3300
-31st St. S, We also invite

his grace and mercy toward

us as we mount up at Mt.

tion. Get on board, this

as a church share the love

you to. all other church-

us.

Zion, a church 'where the

of God, and the Holy Spirit

related functions during the

The proclamation of
the Word, songs of praise

Holy Spirit reigns!

train is bound for glory!
Weekly ministries:

reigns. We’d love to have

week as well as special oc

and the fellowship will

Study, 6 p.m.

casions observed by the
church each month.

encourage you along life’s

Palladium Theater, 235
Fifth Ave; N. this Sunday,

you!
Thought for the week:

• Wednesday - Early

"Little is much when God

journey, as we share and

July 10 for Mt. Zion’s

morning prayer, 6:30 a.m.;

fellowship one with anoth

Spring Production entitled

Vintage Bible Study, 11

is in it.I'
Be blessed, and have a

er. Join us as we endeavor

a.m.; Prayer Service, 6

Jesus-filled week!

to do God’s will God’s

"The Glory Train/'
If
you’ve haven’t viewed it

way.

Zion style, you need to

• Mid-week service, 7

come and join us at 5 p.m.

p.m., if you’re in need of a

Our early morning ser-

a

Monday

-

Bible

p.m.

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church Drama Department
presents its Spring Production of:

’’The Glory Train”

family

and

and 10:45 a.m. service.
Please come back and let

GOD bless you and
Friendship together!!.
Sunday School service

promptly -begins at 9:30

site does have sermons on

First worship experi

a.m. with the superintend

it now!! Go to www.fmbc-

them for who they , are, and
they will lOve you for lov

ence begins at 7:45 a.m.

ent ’rendering devotion.We

with the deacons in devo
tion and the Male Chorus

ask that all of God's people

theshp.org and follow the
prompts there. We wish to

ing them!!
As you travel this sum

assemble together!! We are

have you get the Word of

mer in the summer months,

rendering the music and the

looking in the Sunday

God whatever way

con

remember God loves you

2nd Sunday Ushers serving
in ministry. Dr. Evans, Sr;

School class for someone

venient for ydu as you trav

and others to help develop

will render the message

skits to do during the as
semblies that we will learn

el during the summer
months. Take God and

arid wants you to serve
Him only .wherever you

from God almighty!! Come
taste and see that the Lord

how to serve God in the

is

Jesus Christ with
wherever you GO!!

you

God's children, too!! Love

GO!! He is watching over

you, arid He is watching
everything (hat you doll

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Mission
ary Baptist Church, under
the leadership of its dy
namic, spirited man of
God, the Rev! Brian Ken
neth Brown, its official
staff of deacons and trus
tees and the entire congre
gation of St-. Mark extend

3 - Scripture Reference:
Psalm 31:
Psalm 31 references a
believer who is in agony
arid anguish;. One going
through great turmoil in his
life. Although enduring tri
als, struggles and the test
ing of his faith, he yet be

(2) Live for the Lord;
to allow Him to do His
work in our lives, realizing
that such .living has right
now benefits, even when it
does not happen in out
time. God waits for His ap
pointed time to reward us.

to the community at large,

lieves and trusts in the

avenge,1 fight our battles for

its wishes that there would

Lord, his God. This scrip

us. He will deal with our

be an overflowing of God’s

ture foretells and depicts all

blessings upon their lives.

that Christ would endure in

enemies in His way and in
His time. When God deals,

St. Mark is grounded in a

(3)

Let ‘the

Lord

our own' understanding.

Leaning on the Lord causes
us to realize that when we
can’t hold on, it is He who
holds us in all things.
As part of our ongoing

ministry, we invite the pub
lic to join us in worship and

fellowship

during

our

weekly worship services,
which include:

• Early morning wor

ship (first Sunday only), 7
there is no place to run or, a.m.
hide from His judgment.
• Sunday School, 9:30

doctrine

his earth ministry arid His
dying on the cross. Al

that has as its central theme

though Christ was fully

(4) Lean on the Lord

a belief that we are a haven

God, He was also fully man

in times of crisis’, even

of hope, help and healing

and suffered as a man. Be

when the very bottom falls

• Morning Worship,
10:45 a.m.

for a. world hungering for
and thirsting after the en

lievers are assured that if

Jesus could endure, so can

out, As believers, we are to:
be of good courage, for the

• Baptist Training Un
ion, 5 p.m.

lightened Word of GOd. At

we..

Lord shall strengthen, our

Other weekly servicesinclude Children arid Youth

willing to work and partner

0*

School

the kingdom. They are

Christians are ad

St. Mark, we are Christians

Palladium Theatre

Youth Enrichment Hour

Bible

until August 30.
Please note: Our web

Christ-centered

The

who

is good to all who acknowl

Vacation Bible School.

All roads lead to the

persons

pastorium.

Dr. Eyans, Sr., first

Make plans to be there. We

•July 25-29-

to

members Mildred Ellison
and Victoria Gaskin, will

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church

will

as

this occasion.

Bible Study, 6:30 p.m.

Congress, Orlando, Fla.

fellowship

the

and one mouth.
Christian commenda

Right as real-life portray
als of who we really are.

Williams

on

of

vised:

hearts if we trust in Him.

am,

The writing of the

Ministry meetings (Mon

in unity, praising GOd for

(1) Love the Lord as

His awesome gift, His son,

the'Psalmist did. No matter

Psalmist speaks of Jesus His suffering on the cross!

days at 6 p.m.); Sunday
School teachers’ meeting

Jesus Christ, Our prayer for
our community is that you

the situation or what we are

He died leaning on the

(Tuesdays at 7 p.m.); Se

going ■ through, we are ad

Lord God, and it was God

nior Hour of Power Bible

would join us in fellowship

monished to love the Lord

the Father who picked Him

Study (Thursdays at 9:30

as we worship and praise

and not question His wis

up. Likewise, we are to

a.m.) and Prayer Meeting

the true and the living God.
Sermon notes for July

dom or enduring love for

trust in the Lord with all

and Bible Study (Thurs

us.

our hearts and lean not on

days at 7 p.m.'). ,

135 Fifth Avenue North
Sirnday, July

io, 2005

•

5:00 P.M.

Ticket Prices:

WHEN YOU’RE DOWN TO NOTHING,
GOD IS UP TO SOMETHING!

NO
PEACE.

General Admission ................. $10.00
Seniors 65 and over .................... $8.00
Youth 17 and under
$8.00

Please Call the Church Office at (7X7? 894-1593
for further details

GOD IS THE ONLY ONE
IN A POSITION TO LOOK
DOWN ON SOMEONE

NO
JESUS,

Qualifications include:

• Ability to read music;
train voice parts
• Accommodate weekly
worship services,
rehearsals and outside
engagements
• Oversee 4 different choirs
• Some knowledge of
hymns arid anthems
• Ability to select and play
all types of music
• Organized and flexible

>

KNOW
JESUS,
KNOW
PEACE!
I
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United Church Of Christ Backs Gay Marriage

Church Asks
Jacksonville To
Ban Baggy Pants,
Gold Teeth

for a number of churches.

ATLANTA (AP) - The

ding policies "that do not

"However, many of my

ordain an openly gay min

United Church of Christ's

discriminate against cou

members have expressed

ister. The church declared

tonomous,

meaning the

The Anglican Commu

rule-making body voted

ples based on gender."

very clearly that this deci

itself to be "open and

General Synod does not

nion has been divided since

UCC churches are au

overwhelmingly Monday

It also asks churches to

sion would cause great con

affirming" of gays and les

create policy for its more

its U.S. branch, the Epis

bians 20 years ago.'

than 5,700 congregations.

copal Church, consecrated

JACKSONVILLE,
Fla.
(AP) _ A church has asked

Brown said she was will

to approve a resolution that

consider supporting legis

sternation and that, if this

ing to discuss it with

endorses same-sex mar

lation granting equal mar

happened, they would want

for a citywide ban on low-

church members.

riage, making it the largest

riage rights to gay and les

to see us leave."

hanging pants and gold-

Others were less encourag

Christian denomination to

biari couples and to work

UCC leaders said indi

capped teeth, saying they
promote a thuggish image.

ing.
"I think it's unenforce
able," Councilman Daniel

do so.

against laws banning gay

vidual churches have not

land,

marriage.

been polled about their

church coalition ‘addressing

gay and lesbian issues. She

"I will find it much eas

said the decision empha

ier to sell back home, and

This summer, a'special

Changing the image of
young people could help

The vote is not binding

"This is a significant

Some opponents of the

an openly gay bishop in

moment," said the Rev.

resolution preferred alter

2003. The United Metho

Rebecca Voelkel, of Cleve

native language endorsing

dist Church is also debating

coordinator of a

same-sex "covenanted rela

a panel's decision to rein

tionships."

state a gay minister who
had been defrocked.

Davis told The Florida

could cause some congre

servative

congregations

views.
Formed in 1957 and

Jacksonville cut unem
ployment, racial profiling

Times-Union for Sunday's
edition.

gations to leave the fold.

had proposed an alternative

traditionally strong in New

sizes that lesbian, gay,

quite frankly, to live with

task force of the Presby

Roughly 80% of the repre

resolution defining mar

England,

United

bisexual and transgender

personally, if we replace

terian Church (U.S.A.) is

and a rising per-capita
murder rate now the high
est in the state, said
Richard Burton, deacon of

Duval

sentatives on the church's

riage as between a man and

Church of Christ has a tra

people are "spiritual people

'marriage' with 'covenanted

set to finish its report about

884-member General Sy

a woman, and suggested

dition of support for gays

who love and are loved by

relationship,"'- said Harlan

how to overcome severe

nod voted to approve the

that supporting gay mar

and lesbians. It i? distinct

God."

Hall, a synod member from

disagreements on gay rela

resolution Monday, a day

riage could lead to the
church's collapse.

•from the more conservative

Wisconsin.

tionships and other issues.

Churches of Christ, which

doesn't think

Monday's

An amendment that

No hard data exist on

The Rev. Brett Becker,

has some 2 million mem

vote was representative of

would have made that

how many gays and les

bers in the U.S.

the wishes of most church

change in language was

bians are in the UCC.

members.

overwhelmingly

County

public

schools have banned sag

ging pants and exposed

Epiphany Baptist Church.
The 250 member inde

underwear, but not remov
able gold or silver teeth
caps.

pendent Baptist Church

Dentists say the caps can

approved the resolution
last month.

help breed tooth-rotting
bacteria.

"They were tired of seeing

A proposal to bah exposed

kids' underwear," said
Burton, who serves on the

underwear died in the
Florida Legislature this

NAACP's national board.

spring.

on individual churches, but

after a smaller committee

A small group of con

recommended it.

the

But Becker said he

H.

who represents a group of

Thomas, president of the

the UCC's more conserva

The UCC was criti

United Church of Christ,

tive churches, said it's pos

cized last year for its televi

If we had put it to a

down, as were efforts to

2,000 people are on her

said with the vote on

sible his congregation at St.

sion advertising campaign

vote of the people in the

postpone a vote until next

group's mailing list and

Independence

the

Paul United Church of

featuring a gay couple,

pews, it would have failed

year.

about 1,000 clergy or semi

in

rule-making body "acted

Christ in Cibolo, Texas,

among others, being ex

overwhelmingly," he said.

In last fall's elections,

Jacksonville city officials

Louisiana and Virginia

courageously to declare

will leave the church over

cluded from a church. GBS

"This is truly Independence

gay marriage bans were

denomination has 10,323

have yet to take up the

have also failed to ban

freedom."

the resolution.

and NBC rejected the 30-

Day for the UCG - we have

handily approved in all 11

ordained ministers.

measure,

exposed underwear.

second ads,

declared ourselves inde

states that held referen

In the early 1970s, the

pendent from the teachings

dums, including.Georgia.

became the first

of Jesus and the clear

Homosexuality

although

Councilwoman

Lawmakers

Elaine

The Kingly Law

The

Rev.

John

Day,

The resolution calls on

"I would like to see us

member churches of the

stay in the denomination

liberal denomination’of 1.3

and network for positive

UCC

million to consider wed

change,"

major Christian church to

Drum Corp

said

Becker.

teachings of Scripture."

Voelkel

voted

narians

are

said

about

gay.

The

has

also been a divisive issue

from front page

According to the
Scriptures
'Tor the Word of God is
alive and exerts power,
and is sharper than any
two-edged sword, and
pierces even to the divid
ing of soul and spirit, and
of joints and their marrow,
and is able to discern
thoughts and intentions of
the heart*” —
Hebrew 4:12

The All Nations Pathfinders Drum Corp, under the direction of Darrell Edwards, hopes to earn
enough money in donations for new instruments and future competitions. Recently, they performed
in front of the WalMart in Pinellas Park as part of the fundraising efforts.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
1/
iife, '

♦

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

1820 - 18th Avehue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

www.mzprogressive.org

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service?8:00 a.m. *10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00.p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study:'8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Sabbath Observer?

Are you a
Looking
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Well.Come to the House of God.

The House of God
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study
JOt; SKSS-.L.... ........ 2^-. *1
bishop johnny
WILLIAMS and wife, LADY
CALQUETTA WILLIAMS

Daughters of Zion Women s Ministry - Mondays - 7:30 RM,
Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Joy Night

Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.

Sabbath School

Sabbath Evening 1:3O p.m.

Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Servioe

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

bishopwilliamstampa@hotmail.com

Tampa, FL 33605

/

GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.

Pastor Louis M.

Murphy, Sr.

None
Is
Perfect
But
The
Father!

Sunday School......................................... 8:00 a.m.
Worship Service...................................... 9:00 a.m.
Wednesday, PrayerMeeting . .6:30-7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study .......... 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
532 33rd Street S. • St.’ Petersburg, FL
Sunday School

............... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Tuesday Night

General Bible Study

Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

We

welcome you at all times.

Saigt John Primitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rf.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am- 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Scheduled Services:

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Early Morning 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School 9:45 am
Mid-Morning
11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
Rev. Jimmie B. Keel,

pastor

"We're Busy os Bees - But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North,St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church School .......................................................... q.qq a m
New Member Class ......................................................
am
Morning Worship
............ .
.10:30 A M
Prayer / Bible Study .............'.........Tuesday 7:00 RM
Youth Bible Study ....................... Thursday 6:00 RM
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Worship Services

8:00am • 11:00 am

Sunday School

930 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

7:00 pm

Bible Study

7:30 pm

L. P. Davis
Memorial Baptist Church

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

2700 5th Ave. So., St.
Petersburg, Fla.

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.

Early Morning Worship ...................................... 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School .......................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................................................ 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study ....................................
.6:00p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ....................... 11: 00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service................... .................... ............... 6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service................................................. 7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday........................6:30 p.m.

Pastor
Sunday School..........................
9:30am
MorningWorship....................................... 11:00am

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Evening Service................................
6:00pm
Prayer Meeting, Bible Study

(Cammutritg (Hljurctj

Wednesday........... 7:30pm

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
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Rev. Clarence V
Pastor

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday

• 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

727-327-2009

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin......................................................................... Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry........................................................................ .................................. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry...................................... ..................................................Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry .................................................................................................................Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am

Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm

1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

Pentecostal Teipple Ckurck of God iij Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-0784

Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor
Morning Glory
Sunday
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study Tuesday
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Intercessory Prayer
Saturday

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:45 a.m.

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study; Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

10th Street Church Of God

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

207 -

10th Street North • St. Petersburg,

FL 33705

(727) 898-9407
Sunday School....................................................................................................... 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship......................................................................................... 11:00 a.m.

“21 church worhjng togetherfor the upbuilding ofQods kingdom”

Wednesday Evening Prayer................................................. 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study...................................... 7:30*p.m.

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Elder: Tony Smith

Missionary Baptist

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

M
£
U7
B
C

[f\

U

Friendship

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Lev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Schedule of Services
Church School ....................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .............. 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................ 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday.............. 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

■

Cafffor “Prayers dr
Testimonies

Telephone #: (727) 327-0015 • Fax #: (727) 327-0012
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Sunday Morning Bible Class................ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ........10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ................7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class............ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class......... 7:00 p.m.

THE ROCK OF JESUS’ NEW LOCATION:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St Petersburg, Florida
(formerly Childs Park United Methodist Church)

ill

Early Morning Worship............................................................ 7:00a.m.
Sunday School.............................................................................. 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship....................................................................... 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................................................. 4:30p.m.
Communion.............................................. 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays
..............................................................
.,.......7:30 p.m.
IBIB

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Sunday

8am, lOam Morning Worship
1 st & 3rd Sunday
5pm Evening Celebration
Monday

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer
Wednesday

Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
“Inside the Family”

i
Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.

Thursday

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

First Baptist Institutional church

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry

phone: 323-7S1 8

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

a.m.

Come Worship With
the

First Baptist Family

Monday. Wednesday. Saturday

6am Prayer

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South•
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

Sunday Services:

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

- 11:00

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Pastor

(727) 896-5228

Worship

11

r

GludSudt

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

ining

F■
J|

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Spiritually Connected

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Church School..................9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: 10:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
Praise and Worship: 10:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

- 9:30

1

Mz

Qtecrfeb Kwuj,
A Woman (After
Qods
Own Heart...

Rev. G. M. Curry

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

School,

W *1 I
MHjr

“One weekfrom efturefi makes one weak.”

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

jnday

word teaches

practiced!

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

(727) 906-8300

OrdainedMissionary
Johnnie Mae Howard
Caff: 727 895-5239

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

of

.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Church Of God In Christ

The Rock

where what God’s

F

Queen Street

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

The church

dHfe

a.m.

Church School................ ...... 9am
Praise & Worship Service....10:30am

Your Church Ad Could Be

Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service.................. 6:30pm
Bible Study.......................... 7pm

Here Working for You!

Pastor

Join us as we (iftup tie name ofJesus

Email Your Ad to:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

PUBLIC NOTICE

FAMILY STRESS

The purpose of this notice is to provide a summary of the City of St Petersburg'sproposed Five Year Consolidated Plan and FY 2005/06 Annual Action Plan and to infotm

all interested parties about opportunities to review and comment oh the proposed Plan.
For fiscal year 2005/06 the City anticipates receiving from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development'(HUD), the following resources: $2,563,713 in
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds, $1,377,739 in Home Investment Partnership (HOME) funds, $52,144 in American Dream Downpayment Initiative'
funds, and $99,334 in Emergency Shelter Grant (ESG) funds. In addition, the City expects to receive an estimated $1,877,925 in State Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP)
funds, and will allocate $711,000 from the City's Housing Capital Project Fund (HCIP) balance and $206,000 from the General Fund (GF). • It is also estimated that
$ 1,518,000 in program income will be generated. The priority needs to be addressed and the projects to be funded from the above resources are as follows.

Five Year Plan Priority Needs: Permanent supportive housing and services for homeless and special needs populations. Provide and sustain affordable housing opportunities
for persons and households at or below 150% of area median income. Provide and enhance community and economic development opportunities.

Homeless Services
A Brighter Day CDBG $75,000

,

•

..

Provide rent and utilities tor ten transitional housing units for homeless families with children and provide for insurance, gas and maintenance for cars for the families,

■

ASAP Homeless Services'ESG $81,388
Provide operating support for the homeless facility at 423 - 437 Eleventh Avenue South; which will provide 27 emergency shelter beds and two transitional shelter units,
serving 325 households during the fiscal year, and drop-in services to 869 homeless and lower income persons during the fiscal year,

Boley Centers Safe Haven CDJ3G $60,000
Provide match for operating expenses of a safe haven for 25 homeless persons located at 555 31st Street South.
Boley Centers Tenant Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) Program HOME $378,000
Housing vouchers for 25 individuals who are homeless and 25 individuals with AIDS. This project will assist individuals with incomes at or below 60% of the median fam
ily income (MFI) for the area..

Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life»Health»Dentar«Vision
Disability«Commercial
Liability & BondsAlso

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

Boley Centers for
' Behavioral Health Care
has employment opportuni
ties available..
Please call our jobline or
visit our website for
an up-to-date list of our
openings.
Jobline: (727) 821-4819 x8
website:
www.boleycenters.org

Brookwood CDBG $100,000
Construct a metal maintenance and storage building for the transitional housing facility at 901 Seventh Avenue South, which will assist 140 homeless persons per fiscal year.
CASA CDBG $31,626 / ESG $12,979

Ph: 727-328-9878
Fax: 727-328-9545

Toucftittti fives...
Lifting spirits...
Enriching careers
The Hospice of the Ftorida Suncont
has been honored to serve our
community for nearly 30 years. Come
and find the satisfaction of slwring
your talent and skills as part of an
organization that offers a wide array
of programs and services for all

r

Pinellas residents.

We have career opportunities
available for

RNs • LPNs
Florida licensure required

CNAs/HHAs

Florida certifeaten required
For wnsideralion. please cal! the
HR Dept al (727)588-2963 for ait
applicalion or email:
can;ers®tl»hospiceorg

Provide operating support for ethergency shelter for 272 homeless persons.

PUBLIC NOTICE

Daystar Life Center CDBG $9,600
Provide operating support related to providing food, utility payments and transportation assistance to 4,800 homeless persons.
St. Vincent dePaul Food Center CDBG $30,000
Purchase food for the food kitchen operating at 401 15th Street North, which will serve meals to 9,828 persons during the fiscal year. This project is expected to provide

100% benefit to low-and moderate-income persons.

,

x

211 Tampa Bay Cares Community Voice Mail CDBG $21,000
Provide operating funds to Continue a voice mail system for homeless persons. This project is anticipated to.serve 500 persons during the fiscal year.
211 Tampa Bay Cares Referral Service CDBG $76,000
Reimburse referral service per call for assistance provided to homeless persons.

>

••

YWCA of Tampa Bay CDBG $27,424.
Provide operating support for the shelter at 429 Sixth Avenue South, whicfi includes eight units for emergency shelter and eight units for transitional housing. This project
is anticipated to serve 100 households during the fiscal year.
•' \
Construction Programs
Affordable Multi-Family Rental Housing Development Program HOME/SHIP $566,398
Provide funding for rehabilitation and new construction of affordable multi-family rental projects that are recommended for further consideration by the City's Project Review
Team ("PRT"). The PRT consists of city staff that review project proposals for eligibility, feasibility and need. After review, a recommendation is forwarded to
Administration, the Mayor, or City Council, as required for approval.
Barrier Free Program SHIP $94,980
Modify owner-occupied or rental housing to allow physically disabled household members (including those with mobility, hearing, and visual impairments) to remain in res
idence by providing access to, and use of.all required spaces and facilities in their homes.

Developer/Investor Loan Program CIP $200,000
Provide interest-free development loans, averaging $100,000 (80% of estimated resale value) to for- and non-profit affordable housing developers to purchase and rehabili

tfe CotnTnuruiy

Notice is hereby given that the City of St. Petersburg is con
sidering an amendment to the Consolidated Plan to enlarge the
boundaries of infrastructure improvements for the Tangerine
Area Community Redevelopment Area from the intersection of
22nd Street and 18th Avenue South to include the entire perime
ter of the block bounded by 2.1 st to 22nd Streets from
Queensboro to 18th Avenues South. Additional funds will not be
needed to accomplish the added work.
The City Council of the City of St. Petersburg will hold a pub
lic" hearing to receive comments oil the proposed amendment on
Thursday, August 4, 2005 beginning,'at or about 9:00 am, City
Council Chambers, 175 Fifth Street North, St. Petersburg.
Written comments on the proposed amendment may be submit
ted to Housing and Community Development Department, 440
Second Avenue North, or P.O. Box 2842, St. Petersburg, Florida
33731 by 4:00 pm on August 3, 2005. For additional informa
tion concerning this notice, please contact 893-4159.
Persons with disabilities requiring reasonable accommoda
tions under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, please
contact the City Clerk, 893-7202, or call'our TDD number, 8925259, at least 24 hours prior to the proceedings.

tate existing vacant homes and/or acquire vacant lots for resale to eligible home buyers. These loans are repaid upon sale of the properties to owner occupants.

www.thehosfrice.ora

RECEPTIONIST.

Excellent
typing, computer, verbal, written,
organizational, interpersonal com
munication skills. High school grad
or GED. Two yrs. exp. Send resume
to WMNF, 1210 E. MLK Jr. Blvd.,
Tampa, FL 33603. ATT Mercedes.

Emergency Repair Program SHIP $67,500
•
Provide loans to remove a health or life safety risk to owner-occupied housing in the following categories: roof replacement, electrical system, potable water/sewer/plumbing.

CITY OF GULFPORT

Habitaf for Humanity CDBG $41,100

Cost of subcontractor construction tasks for the construction of four single-family homes and the rehabilitation of one single-family house.

Homes for Independence HCIP $178,000
, •
Provide funding to assist an estimated six very low income homeowners with rehabilitation of their homes to assist in preserving home ownership.
Lead-Based Paint Abatement Program SHIP $45,000

RFQ 5-D-61; Palma Ceia Stormwater Improvements Design - PUBLIC

Advanced professional work involving current and long range
planning, economic- development, community redeveopment
grant writing, recycling, utility and transportation matters', GIS
and floodplain management.

Identify, mitigate and/or abate lead-based paint hazards in conjunction with the City's other purchase assistance or housing rehabilitation programs (except emergency repair).
Rehabilitation Assistance Program (RAP) HOME/SHIP $701,000
Provide rehabilitation loans to very low and low-income homeowners to carry out substantial renovations to correct code violations, provide general renovation of the hous
ing -stock, including lead abatement if required.

Wind Mitigation Program HCIP $180,000
Provide assistance to low- to moderate-income homeowners, in the Midtown Area in retrofitting their homes to lessen high-wind damage during a hurricane by replacing
roofs, windows and doors.
Other Programs
A+ Housing Teacher Purchase Assistance HCIP $174,480
Provide home purchase assistance to "instructional personnel" of Pinellas County Schools,-who are employed at an elementary, middle, or high school within St. Petersburg's
municipal boundaries.

Bond Program SHIP $75,000 .

SHIP funds are combined, with Pinellas County Housing Finance Authority Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bond proceeds to provide a lower interest rate for an estimat
ed 10 home buyers earning 80% of median income or less.

„
Funding to reimburse qualified agencies for services such as pre- and post-purchase home buyer training and counseling.
Homeownership Counseling SHIP $50,000

Predatory Lending Foreclosure Prevention Program SHIP $50,0.00 •
x
Provide loans for a term of five years to. homeowners that have been victimized by a predatory lender or contractor, and have exhausted all opportunities to refinance their
home through standard lending institutions.

PRINCIPAL PLANNER, Minimum qualifications include a 4
year degree in planning or related degree and 5 .years of experi
ence working for an agency with related work tasks or a Master’s
degree in planning or related degree and 3 years of experience
working for an agency with related work tasks. Salary $1400.24
B/W.

PLANNER - Requires 4 year degree in plabbubg ir related
degree and two years of experience working for an agency with
related work tasks or Master’s in planning' or related' field and
approximately 1 year experience working for an agency with;
related work tasks, Entry $1270 B/W.

ANNOUNCEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS OF CHAP
TER 287,055, LAWS OF FLORIDA, CONSULTANTS COMPETITIVE NEGO
TIATION ACT, AS AMENDED AND THE CITY OF TAMPA'S WOMEN/
MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM - Unless otherwise indicated,
no further information is available before the deadline for submission pf letters of
interest. Questions may be directed to Jim Greiner, P.E., City of Tampa.DPW, 306
E. Jackson Street 4N, Tampa, Florida 33602; Telephone (813) 274-8598, fax (813).
274-8080, or e-mail Jim.Greiner@tampagoy.net.

Any submissions pursuant to this RFQ must be delivered to Steve Daignault, P. E.,
Chairman,. Consultants’ Competitive Negotiation Committee, City of Tampa - c/o
Contract Administration Department - 4th Floor North, 306 E. Jackson Street,
Tampa, Florida 33602, NO LATER THAN 2 P.M., Thursday, July 21st, 2005.
RFQ-5-D-61 - The City of Tampa desires to obtain Professional Engineering serv
ices for the Palma Ceia Stormwater Improvements Design. Project Overview: The
City of Tampa has performed preliminary engineering for stormwater improve
ments to the Palma Ceia area. Generally, improvements to drainage on South Dale
Mabry Highway in the vicinity of Henderson ’Boulevard and Neptune Street and
neighborhood drainage east of Himes Avenue arid north of Bay-to-Bay Avenue are
considered the major benefits of the proposed project. Construction cost is esti
mated at $15,000,000. A proposed project alignment map and preliminary report
are available at - http://www.tampagov.net/dept_Public_Works/documents/

rfqs.asp. -

A valid driver’s license is required. Resumes/applications
accepted through 7/18/05 -and may be submitted by e-mail to
jvaldes@ci.gulfport.fl.us or apply at the City of Gulfport, 2401
53rd Street South,- Gulfport, Florida. 33707. Background and
drug screening will be conducted. E.O.E.

Purchase Assistance HOME/ADDI/SHIP/HCIP $ 808,674
1
Promote increased' home ownership by providing loans for. down payment and closing costs to assist eligible first time home buyers and home buyers under 120% of medi
an income to purchase newly constructed housing, rehabilitated housing or housing which will have repairs completed prior to occupancy in the W.I.N. target area arid the
Midtown target area (all home buyers) and for.lower income households elsewhere in the city. Expected to assist an estimated 82 home buyers city-wide, including approx
imately five first-time home buyers through the ADPI program,

YOUR AD COULD
BE HERE
WORKING FOR
YOU!

Community Housing Development Organizations (CHDOs) HOME $400,000
•«. v «
J
r- jProvide mandated funding to enable .CHDOs to own, sponsor or develop affordable homes or apartments. Two of theffour certified CHDOs will be allocated new funding
in FY 2005/06: Mt. Zion Human Services - Project Genesis (MTZ) will produce one unit with $120,000 and Homes for Independence (HFI) will purchase and renovate four
condos with $280,000. Pinellas Affordable Living (PAL) and St Petersburg Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS) will continue to work on prior year funded projects in
FY 2005/06.
Atherton Site Clean-up CDBG $200,000
Environmental remediation of former petroleum storage site at 600 26th Street South in the Dome Industrial Park.

Boley Centers Youthbuild CDBG $58,250
. j*
mho/k
i
4
♦
Provide operating support for a job training.and education program for.35 youth from ages 16-24. This project is anticipated to provide 100% benefit to low- and moderateincome persons.
Everyone's Youth United CDBG $100,000
o . r•
j
r
i
tu• +•
+; •
Provide a handicap lift arid accessibility improvements at 700 43rd Street South for continued use as a youth center serving 760 youth per fiscal year. This project is antici
pated to provide 95% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.

The basic project elements include:
Roughly 12,000 linear feet of gravity
stormwater system improvements from Dale Mabry Highway at Henderson
Boulevard, Watrous Avenue and'Neptune Street, east to Sterling Avenue, south to
San Miguel Street, east to Himes Avenue, south to Granada Street, and east to
Hillsborough Bay. - Actual project alignment will be determined by the Consultant,
based on utility issues and evaluation of construction methods at the intersection of
the project with the Leroy Selcnon Expressway. - Permitting elements include, but
are not limited to: - Southwest Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD)
Environmental Resource Permit. - NPDES Construction Permit. - CSX
Transportation (Railroad) Permit. All project preliminary engineering and design
tasks are to be completed within twelve (12) months of the Notice-to-Proceed or
issuance of Purchase Order.
Consultants desiring to provide these professional services to the City must submit
three(3) sets of the following: a Letter-of- Interest, complete .resume of qualifica

tions including Standard Form 330 or 254, and material that allows evaluation for
further consideration (short-listing) in a Qualifications-Based selection process
using the following criteria items: Successful gravity stormwater system design
experience, 25%; Successful stormwater .dynamic modeling experience., 15%;
Successful stormwatef permitting.experience* 10%; Experience, Approach and
Methodology with Projects of similar Scope and Complexity (15%); Workload and
Availability(10%); Office Location(5,%); Past Performance/Low Amount of City
Work(10%); Standard Form #330 (or
#254)(5%);
Planned W/MBE
Participation(5%).

Grand Central Main Street CDBG $43^000
.
♦d
r
/di
Continue to implement a Main Street Program for the Grand Central commercial district, using the State of Florida Main Street Program guidelines (Planning Activity);

Buying a Home? Renting? Bquity Loan
Investing? See our Real Rstate Listing!

ded^nMvironmental hazard abatement, demolition, roof replacement and rehabilitation of the former Jordan School at 2392 Ninth Avenue South for

a use to be determined

A nre-award for the renovation of the Jordan Park School of $600,000 for fiscal years 2006/07 and 2007/08 will also be submitted to HUD.
Renovation is anticinated to begin in FY 2005/06 with the funds proposed herein. The total renovation cost is estimated to be $3,000,000. A pre-award will allow the proj
ect to be comnleted rooner with funds advanced from the City and repaid from the Block Grant when funds are awarded for FY 2006/07 and 2007/08. If the project proSeds sloweTto antidpSed and funds are not needed in FY 2005/06, they will be budgeted in the respective fiscal year of receipt

AcaSoneof DroMrt^^inchiding^emohtion, relocation and environmental clean-up of property purchased) within the Midtown Redevelopment Area bounded by Second

Avenue North, 30th Avenue South, Fourth Street and 34th Street for consolidation of land for redevelopment as identified in the adopted Midtown Strategic Planning
Initiative.

We make home tons easy.

OperMingfunds for tiiefeci?ity at 440 Tenth Avenue South, which provides aftercare and support services for 4,800 persons recovering from drug addiction and alcoholism.

Call now for a
pre-approval decision

Police in Neighborhoods Purchase Assistance/Rehabilitation HCIP $200,000
■. tu• .
nu
■
,.u
j r
Provide un to $14 000 ber officer to purchase or rehabilitate a home within the city limits. This assistance will be forgiven at the end of seven years upon continued occu
pancy by the assisted officer. If the ownership interest of the officer changes prior to the forgiven date, the assistance must be repaid.

ERA

Sidewalks CDBG $322,907
ja.Sidewalk replacement and extension in neighborhoods in which the population is predominantly low- and moderate-income.

22nd Street South Main Street CDBG $43,000
• »jm
xx •
♦d
• j «•
• * • • \
Continue to implement a Main Street Program for the 22nd Street South commercial district, using the State of Florida Mam Street Program guidelines (Planning Activity).
5ncomegreacetyed°tor^eI?n^e2^07(M^,05 from land sales and loan repayments will be considered for allocation to renovation of the Jordan School, affordable housing initia

1

Keller Williams

(888) 307-8328

hnirtothedowr"

Vincent Ross

I

Jhefour-aej} mortgage firagtJra

Three "Rosetf* qt Every Closing

Program Support Activities
Community Affairs Department CDBG $25,000
Provide administrative funding for investigation of fair housing complaints and education and outreach about lair housing.

omcE.'13700PARK Blvd.

SFIIFP

Wind Mitigation Administration HCIP $20,000
Provide administrative funding for the oversight of the program. Program Delivery Costs CDBG $470,000 / HOME $62,0001 SHIP $60,000 Operating expenses to imple
ment the City's housing programs.
__ •,
...
General Administration CDBG $487,743/HOME $168,324/ESG $4,967/SHIP $208,292/ Gen Fund $206,000 Provide administrative and planning expenses for the oversight,
administration, and monitoring of the programs.
Section 108 Loan Repayment CDBG $330,317
Payment of principal and interest on the $4 million Section 108 loan received for the redevelopment of the Dome Industrial Park Pilot Project. A copy of the proposed Five
Year Consolidated Plan and Annual Action Plan will be available for review at the following locations:
• City Hall Action Center: 1.75 Fifth Street North
• Main Library: 3745 Ninth Avenue North
• Azalea Branch: 750 66th Street North
• Johnson Branch: 1059 18th Avenue South
• Mirror Lake Branch: 280 Fifth Street North
• North Branch: 861 70th Avenue North
• South Branch: 1201 Country Club Way South
• City Hall in the Mall at Tyrone Square Mall: 6901 22nd Avenue North
• City’s Website: http://www.stpete.org/house.htm
Comments on the draft plan and amendments may be submitted in writing to the City's Housing and Community Development Department, P.O. Box 2842, St. Petersburg,
Florida 33731 or 440 Second Avenue North, until August 3. 2005. On August 4, 2005 beginning on or about 9:00 AM, City Council will hold a public hearing at City Hall
(175 Fifth Street North) to receive comments on the plan. Interested parties are invited to attend.
Persons with disabilities requiring reasonable accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, please contact the City Clerk, 893-7202, or call our TDD
number. 892-5259, at least 24 hours prior to the proceedings.

home phone:

7278663699

SEMINOLE FL 33766

BUYER

BROKER

phone: 7273983400
fax:
7273980044

TRIPLE ROSE REALTY

TBRA Voucher Program Administration HOME $10,000
Provide $400 per voucher for each of-the 25 TBRA vouchers administered by Boley Centers.

Legal Administration HCIP $36,000
Provide administrative funding of a legal staff person to resolve departmental legal action cases.

Cell: 727-804 4798

'
REALTOR, REGISTERED APPRAISER

tives (for households under 80% of median income) or sidewalk construction after receipt of public comment during the thirty day public comment period for the FY 2005/06
plan.

CHDO Operations HOME $50,160
z, ...
•' '
•
j
Provide $16,720 operating support for three of the City's CHDOs, the fourth CHDO (SPNHS) will use prior year project proceeds to support operations.

GULF COAST REALTY

EMAIL:

rossv2000@yahoo.com

Complete Red Estate SeMces or Referrals

Mordecal Walker, Broker
Cell 727-43W567

Phone 727-WM543
fax

727-5500815

E-Mca3rosereaMyeverteon.net

IM

231 Driftwood Road S.E.
St. Petersburg, FL33705

jwunpur LJSTWG sesvcc

MLSt»

OFFICE
RESIDENCE
MOBILE
TOLL FREE
FAX:
24-HR. INFO.
E-Mail

(727) 578-1495
(727) 867-0052
(727) 639-2694
(800) 760-1495
(727) 579-9397
578-6113
MainLakes@aol.com

realtor’

SI.
I

MAINLANDS-LAKES REALTY, INC.
4501-B Mainlands Blvd. Pinellas Park, FL 33782

Bus. Phone: (727) 321-1212

f ■

After-Hours*: (727) 347-6625

|l

FAX: (727) 323-7584

Kf

hHC

DESI CALDWELL MCCARTHY
REALTOR®

5201 Gulfport Boulevard
Gulfport, Florida 33707

'
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LEGAL ISSUES
Road Dedicated To Emmett Till In
Greenwood

Black Woman Justice Breaks Old
Barriers
'"A

GREENWOOD, Miss.
(AP) A stretch of Missis
sippi highway has been de
dicated to Emmett Till,
nearly 50 years after the
black teenager from Chi
cago was killed in one of
the most infamous crimes
of the civil rights era.
Family members and
others gathered last Friday
at the intersection of U.S.
49 and U.S. 82 in Green
wood to dedicate a portion
of U.S. 49 to Till. The 14year-old's body was found
in the nearby Tallahatchie
River in 1955 with a cot
ton-gin fan tied around his
neck.
Till, who was black,
was visiting an uncle in the
small Mississippi Delta
town of Money when he
was abducted from his
uncle's home and killed,
reportedly for whistling at
a white woman.
Till's mother, who died
in 2003, insisted on an
open-casket funeral in Chi
cago, and revulsion over
the mutilation of his body
sparked activism in the
civil rights movement.
"Fifty years later,.
Emmett Till's death speaks
louder than he ever would
have spoken in life," said
one of Till's cousins,
Wheeler Parker of Chi-

Leah Sears vows to ‘uphold the independence and integrity’

State and federal au
thorities are pursuing an in
vestigation into Till's slay
ing. Last month, his re
mains were exhumed and
autopsied before being re
buried next to his mother at
a suburban Chicago ceme
tery.
In 1955, grocery store
owner Roy Bryant and his
half brother J.W. Milam
were acquitted by an allwhite jury in Till's murder.
The two, now dead, later
confessed to beating and
shooting Till in a Look
magazine article. They said
they killed the teenager
because he whistled at
Bryant's wife.
During the trial, de
fense attorneys suggested
Emmett Till was just 14 when he was murdered
for reportedly whistling at a white woman. A
the body found in the river
stretch of highway in Mississippi will now bear his was not Till's.
name.
FBI agents said they
tion of Mississippi 19 in hope to wrap up their in
cago.
Another cousin, Sime Neshoba County after three vestigation into Till's death
on Wright of Chicago, civil rights workers - James in the next few months.
praised the naming of the Chaney, Michael Schwer- Authorities have said the
ner and Andrew Goodman new investigation might
highway.
"What I'm seeing to - who were killed by the reveal other conspirators.
It will be up to District
day is Mississippi is chang Ku Klux Kian in 1964.
ing,” said Wright, who was Last month, a Neshoba Attorney Joyce Chiles of
sleeping in the same bed County jury convicted Ed Greenville whether to pres
with Till the night he was gar Ray Killen of three ent evidence to a grand
counts of manslaughter in jury.
taken.
On March 21, Gov. the three civil rights work
Haley Barbour signed a bill ers' deaths and a judge sen
that renamed a portion of tenced him to 60 years in
U.S. 49 after Till and a por prison.

LifeLine

ATLANTA - A black
female state Supreme
Court justice who over
came Republican efforts to
block her re-election took
the oath of the chief jus
tice's office, with her long
time friend U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Clarence
Thomas saying he never
thought he would witness
such an event.
Leah Sears is the first
black woman to head the
highest appeals court in
any state, according to the
National Center for State
Courts based in Williams
burg, Va. She took office
Friday, July 1, becoming
the first woman to serve as
chief justice in Georgia.
Sears vowed to "strive
mightily to uphold the in
dependence and integrity"
of the judiciary. Thomas, a
longtime friend who is also
a native of the Savannah
area, said "my pride runs
deep as a human being, as a
member of the judiciary
and as a Georgian."
"I never thought that in
my lifetime I would be able
to witness a black woman
as the chief justice of the
state of Georgia's Supreme
Court," he said.
Sears, 50, was branded
an activist judge by Gov.
Sonny Perdue and other
Republicans, but she won a
nonpartisan race last year
for a third six-year term
with 62 percent of the vote.
She was subsequently
elected by her fellow jus
tices to be their chief.

Georgia state Supreme Court Chief Justice Leah Sears, center, listens to for
mer United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young, right, and U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas, left, after being sworn in as the first woman
chief justice of the Georgia Supreme Court, Tuesday, June 28, in the House
Chamber at the state Capitol in Atlanta.
AP Photo/Gregory Smith

Perdue, who had taped
a message of support for
her campaign, opponent
that was sent to voters, was
absent from last Tuesday's
ceremony. The governor's
schedule showed he was in
north Georgia visiting a
new crime lab, a Chamber
of Commerce and a local
industry.
Sears was the first wo
man and the youngest per
son ever to serve on the
Georgia Supreme Court
when she was appointed in
1992 by then-Gov. Zell
Miller, a Democrat.
Thomas said he is con
fident Sears will "call them
as you see them."
"Those of us who are
judges know that it is easy
to judge when you already

have your mind made up,"
he told Sears at her oath of
office ceremony Tuesday.
"It is hard to judge when
you have to make your
mind up."
Sears is the second
black Georgia .Supreme
Court chief justice. Justice
Robert Benham, who is
still on the court, served as
chief justice from 1995 to
2001.
In her acceptance
speech, Sears stressed why
it is important for the judi
ciary to remain independ
ent of the executive and
legislative branches.
"We must resist all
temptations to intimidate
judges or to otherwise ask
them to answer for the hard
decisions that they are be

ing required to make," she
said.
In his remarks, Thomas
made a passing reference
to speculation of a vacancy
on the nation's highest
court.
"As we ended our term
at our Supreme Court - at
your Supreme Court - the
winds of controversy
swirled about the court's
decisions and, unfortunate
ly, about the imagined res
ignations. As I considered
what
was
happening
around our building, I
thought about the calm
civility of today's events. I
thought of the wonderful
times that we would have
here today," he said

Sharpton Leads March To Protest
Bat Attack

Save $13.50
Per Month
on your
Local Phone
Service
If you receive assistance from any of the programs listed below, you could save

up to $13.50 per month on local phone service with Lifeline Assistance.

• Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
• Medicaid
• Federal Public Housing or Section 8 Assistance
• Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
• Food Stamps
• Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP)

Activist challenges Howard Beach residents to join protest
NEW YORK (AP) The Rev. Al Sharpton led a
protest Monday to decry
last week’s baseball bat
attack on a black man. The
rally came nearly 19 years
after Sharpton visited the
same, area to protest a
deadly racial attack.
Police have arrested a
l9-year-old man in the lat
est incident that left the 22year-old victim with multi
ple skull fractures. An
alleged accomplice also
was arrested. Both men,
who are white, have been
charged with robbery and
assault as a hate crime.
The attack happened
just blocks from where
three black men were beat
en in 1986 by a white mob
after the victims’ car broke
down. One of the men, 23year-old Michael Griffith,

The Rev. Al Sharpton speaks to the media during
a vigil in Howard Beach, Queens, NY, where a
black man was beaten last Wednesday by a white
teenager screaming racial slurs. On Monday, July
4, Nicholas Minucci, 19, was arrested on charges
of first-degree assault as a hate crime, robbery
and weapon possession in the attack on Glenn
Moore, 22.
AP Photo/Adam Rountree

was killed by a car as he
fled. A week afterward, a
protest march was marred
by jeers and insults from
the mostly white neighbor-

hood.
On Monday, Sharpton
and several dozen other
protesters challenged com
munity members to take

part in an anti-racism
march.
"We want Howard
Beach residents to march,"
Sharpton said. "We want to
see if the community of
Howard Beach will stand
up and denounce racism."
Police said Glenn
Moore and two other black
men were walking in How
ard Beach early Wednes
day when they were attack
ed by three men. One of
Moore’s friends said he
intended to steal a car, but
Moore was not aware of
the plan, officials said.
A lawyer for accused
attacker Nicholas Minucci
said Moore provoked the
violence by holding a’
screwdriver to Minucci’s
neck. Police and prosecu
tors said that account was
not credible^

• If your household income is less than 125% of the federal poverty

1

income guidelines, you may also qualify for Lifeline. Call the Florida

Office of Public Counsel at 1-800-540-7039 for details.

DESIGNS

Professional Hair Care Products
You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

ESSENTIALS’You may qualify to get Lifeline service at a lower rate, even if you have unpaid

phone bills and don’t have service today. You can also qualify for free lqng dis
tance call blocking and a 50 percent savings off your service connection fee.

Call Verizon today, toll free, 1-800-483-4000 and ask how we can help you.

Carla's Hair Affair
321-6802
Today's Hair
323-9445
Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

Total Perfection
321-5545

L'orkel's Hair Design
327-3354
Robert's Hair Salon
866-7070

WAVE.!
BYDESIGN'''.

Za-Lavar's
321 -1930
Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074
A Precious Touch
321-8146
Meme's Beauty
322-1712
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ENTERTAINMENT
Turning 80 Sweet For Acclaimed Blues Guitarist B.B. King
sippi Delta. King's single

by Shelia Byrd
Associated Press Writer

INDIANOLA,

note playing style sets him

apart from other musicians,

Miss.

DeCurtis says.
“B.B. has a very spe

(AP) - Through his agile
fingers, still soft despite

cific kind of style, very

decades of making love to

lyrical. He doesn't play a

the taut strings of his guitar,

lot of notes. In a slow blues

B.B. King becomes im

arrangement, you can real

mersed in his music.
The high-pitched wail

ly hear the kind of elegance

of his playing. He's not

of the notes he coaxes out

down and dirty," DeCurtis

of the instrument, nick
named Lucille, is salve to.
the soul of the nearly 80-

year-old bluesman, who

shows no signs of slowing
down as he prepares to kick

off a world tour this month

Blues legend B.B. King shares the shade with his beloved guitar, Lucille, while
waiting for the groundbreaking ceremonies to begin for the B.B. King Museum
and Delta interpretive Center in Indianola, Miss., Friday, June 10.
AP Photo/Rogelio Solis
food
aside;
he wanted to
hip-hop, pop and rock.
Floyd
Lieberman*'

“We get treated poor
ly,".he says. “I'm thinking

King's

manager,

says

It's been a good year

about the younger ones,

for King, named by Rolling

who are coming along

there's been a slight resur
gence of the blues with the
advent of XM Satellite

.Stone magazine as the

today, not B.B. We've had

third-greatest guitarist of

in Holland.

talk.
He reminisced about

U.S. soul legend Solomon Burke, left, and the legendary King, right, perform on
the Auditorium Stravinski Hall stage during the 39th Montreux Jazz Festival in
Montreux, Switzerland, late Monday, July 4. The festival will last until July 16.
AP Photo/Keystone, Martial Trezzini
gin where he once worked, whether they're in politics, being “The Thrill Is Gone"
as a conduit for Delta youth law or education, would do in 1970 or "Three O'clock

trying to escape the cycle

says.
King plays about 150
dates a year, but it's not

because

he

needs

the

money.
“He hasn't had to work

well to just emulate what

Blues" in 195.1.

since he was 65 years old,"

In 2000, he collaborat;
ed with Clapton to record

says Lieberman, King's

“Riding With the King."

financially sound."

his early years, working as

of poverty and illiteracy.

a laborer on a cotton plan

Many in the community

B.B. has donfe."
The museum, to be fin

Radio, on which King

tation in the heart of the

hold King up as the stan

ished by 2007, will be a

several superstars, like the

serves as Mayor of Blues-

Delta. And without a hint

$10 million (euro8.3 mil

He's made countless

all time. He's recording a

late Stevie Ray Vaughan,

ville

like the young Robert Cray,

The blues channel has

think he can walk on

lion), l8,000-square-foot
(1,620-square-meter) edi
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